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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
District Overview

Planning Process

Green Bay has a long and rich history of industrial
activity. Paper-milling, meat packing, and shipping
have enriched the lives of the area’s citizens since
the nineteenth century. Over the years, due to the
influx of new residents, the arrival of the railroad,
and the incorporation of surrounding communities
within the City of Green Bay, the community has
grown into an international hub of commerce,
and a leader in industrial production.

The study area consists of approximately 90 acres
located on the southwest side of Green Bay
adjacent to the municipal border with the Village
of Ashwaubenon. The site is located adjacent to
the City’s Lombardi Avenue commercial corridor.
Efforts to redevelop this area have been underway
since 2001, with active redevelopment projects
since 2005. Tax Increment District 7, which is set to
terminate in 2029, has funded and led to multiple
developments in the area, including the Tundra
Lodge Hotel Waterpark & Conference Center,
Springhill Suites, Pizza Hut, Leatherheads Brewery,
Badger State Brewery, and Kwik Trip. Map 1.2.3
shows the Plan area within the larger landscape
of the City.

The City of Green Bay adopted the Comprehensive
Plan in 2003 titled “Green Bay Smart Growth 2022
Plan.” The plan meets all of the requirements of
Wisconsin’s Smart Growth and comprehensive
planning legislation. Each of the previous longrange planning efforts were adopted as an
appendix to the Comprehensive Plan. The Legends
District Master Plan process will be adopted as an
appendix to the Comprehensive Plan.
The City adopted the report titled “Tax Increment
District (TID) No. 7 Project Plan: Ashland Avenue &
Lombardi Avenue Corridors” in 2001. The Project
Plan Boundary closely reflects the District study
area. The plan makes several recommendations
for improvements related to the improvement of
the District:
• Business/retail/entertainment redevelopment
(several sites)
• Business/retail redevelopment (several sites)
• Office/retail redevelopment (several sites)
• Hotel/water park
• Business/retail/entertainment/restaurant
redevelopment
• Commercial/residential redevelopment
• Auto-related commercial redevelopment
• Medium-density redevelopment
• Gateway improvements
• Identity and wayfinding (banners, signage,
lighting, etc.)
The Legends District is one of Green Bay’s oldest
corridors and is in a transition from old industrial
usage to a mixed-use district. The Green Bay
Packers have made significant investments in
the local community in recent years, including
investment in the area immediately surrounding
Lambeau Field. The City seeks to continue its
partnership with the Packers while also establishing
the Legends District as a year-round recreational
draw that will go beyond football weekends, and
bring in visitors from across the state and country.

The Legends District is intended to be a yearround center of leisure, recreation, retail, and
entertainment with a wide draw extending
beyond the City of Green Bay. Drawing on input
from stakeholders and the public, the District is
envisioned to be energetic, economically strong
yet adaptable, connected, and distinctive.
Attracting and keeping quality entertainment
establishments will create additional market
opportunities for surrounding areas. Additionally,
the City of Green Bay and Village of Ashwaubenon
will work closely to ensure that residents and
tourists will be easily able to access the District.
Providing unique and interesting activities and
destinations will increase opportunities to reach
new populations and provide for a greater variety
of residential, entertainment, and business options.
Several core strategies have been developed as the
framework for the Legends District Plan. Together,
these strategies maximize the District’s competitive
advantages while also addressing challenges that
have diminished the ability of District businesses
to fully capitalize on local opportunities. Each of
these core strategies contains primary objectives
which will be achieved under this plan. These
core strategies and objectives include: leveraging
the entertainment and surrounding sporting
venue, encouraging mixed-use retail and urban
residential development, and becoming the
physical and economic link between the region’s
entertainment and the greater community.
Currently, the assessed value of property within
the key redevelopment sites ranges from $100,000
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to $400,000. A multitude of factors makes infill
development very difficult for developers, such
as legal fees, demolition costs, lease buyouts, and
tenant relocation costs. To mitigate this, the City
can promote development assistance programs
to spur large-scale development within the District,
which will then catalyze additional development
and co-tenancy once established. Many of the
individual objectives associated with this goal
involve projects at selected key redevelopment
areas. Within the District, there exist parcels that
are currently vacant, underutilized, or located in
a key gateway location. These parcels represent
specific opportunities for implementation of the
District vision. The redevelopment of several key
sites within the corridor will provide a concrete
example of the vision for the corridor and create a
visual sign of progress for businesses and property
owners on the corridor.

District Design Standards
The purpose of the design standards is to ensure
quality and compatible design throughout the
District. Therefore, these design standards guide
and define the compatibility of existing properties
in the area and the relationship to potential future
uses. The following is a list of summarized design
guidelines that should define the District:
•Walkability and accessibility should be ensured
for all intersections, sidewalks, and streetscapes.
• Building orientation and architectural
character should be consistent throughout
the District and reflect an “industrial chic”
character.
• Building massing and scale should strive
for density and encourage mixed-use
development.
• Landscape and planting should enhance the
pedestrian experience.
• Ensure public open space establishes a sense
of place that is safe and accommodating to
both pedestrians and bicyclists.
• Accommodate multi-modal transportation
and utilize existing on-street parking.
• Business, wayfinding, and gateway signage
should be aesthetically pleasing and integrated
into the architectural character of the District.

District Action Plan
The Strategic Work Plan is intended to guide
implementation of the District Plan. Goals are
separated according to their completion timeline,
with some to be completed within one year and
others with a longer timeframe. Elements included
in the work plan are sequenced, with longer-term
items building on the success of previous initiatives
to sustain momentum, leverage outside funding
streams, and ensure a coordinated focus within
each of the core areas. Within the Work Plan,
each action item is associated with a specific
time frame, anticipated cost, and potential
implementation and funding partners.
The subject implementation focus areas are
• Economic Development
• Planning
• Placemaking
• Programming
• Connectivity
There are many opportunities to seek funding, from
both the City and outside sources. In general, the
ability to demonstrate to funding agencies that an
individual project is incorporated within a larger
vision and that the community has demonstrated
success with related initiatives significantly
increases the potential of receiving funding. These
include;
• Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
• Idle Sites Program (WEDC)
• Brownfield Site Assessment Grant (WEDC)
• Community Development Investment Grant
(WEDC)
• Ready for Reuse Grant/Loan (DNR)
• Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) Housing Program
• City of Green Bay Revolving Loan Fund
• City of Green Bay Commercial Façade
Improvement
• City of Green Bay Demolition Grant
• City of Green Bay Brownfield Nomination
• Bonds
• WHEDA—Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
• New Markets Tax Credit Program
• Employment-Based Fifth (EB5) Program
• Public Participation
Vierbicher and the City of Green Bay conducted
a public meeting in June 2016 to solicit public
feedback on the Legends District Master Plan.
Results from a survey distributed at the meeting
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indicate strong land use preferences for
commercial/retail and public space. Attendees
also identified Lombardi Avenue and several of its
intersections as a major barrier to redevelopment
and pedestrian and bicycle traffic. Attendees
noted their aspirations for the District on a visual
board at the meeting. Some attendees wished to
see the District grow into a viable entertainment
area for young adults and families, as well as
Packer Fans. Others noted their desire to see the
District grow into a hub of cultural activity that
includes museums, parks, and recreational areas.
Dining, retail, and live music were also noted by
some attendees as desired amenities.
A Visual Preference Survey was made available
in July 2016 at another public meeting to solicit
citizen input on elements of physical and aesthetic
design throughout the District. The survey consisted
of photographs of nine different types of design
elements that citizens rated on a scale of -3 to +3. A
rating of -3 meant respondents strongly disliked the
proposal, and +3 meant respondents strongly liked
the proposal. Images that demonstrated large
pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use development
were strongly preferred. Respondents also
preferred wide sidewalks with trees and room
for outdoor dining and shopping at retail and
restaurant spaces. Likewise, results showed a
preference for long, wide pedestrian expanses
bounded by multi-story mixed-use buildings that
fostered walkability and pedestrian activity.
For parking, respondents preferred multi-story
garages rather than on-street parking, or
surface lots. Respondents preferred a
large,
highly visible arch to span the streetscape with
respect to gateway signage, preferring this to
eye-level signs along roads or in landscaped
medians. Additionally, respondents also preferred
wayfinding signage to be located along sidewalks
and pathways, and between plantings and
street trees. Brick pedestrian crossings within
roadways and highly connected walkable areas
were also highly rated by respondents. Bike share
stations and designated bicycle lanes were also
highly appealing to respondents. Respondents
found high-density building development most
appealing, with low-density building development
least appealing.

catalyst site redevelopments, and improvements
to building design, street profiles, and pedestrian
improvements. A highlighted list of points from the
meeting is below:
• Install sidewalks throughout the District to
enhance pedestrian connectivity.
• Ensure District development is compatible
with development activity in the Village of
Ashwaubenon and City of Green Bay.
• Create a District identity.
• Develop year-round programming and
develop a maintenance budget and plan.
• Enhance street connections at Reggie White
Way into Ashwaubenon.
• Develop underground parking structures.
• Create café zones on sidewalks to ensure the
District is a successful pedestrian environment.
• Create appealing gateway elements.

Strategic One-Year Work Plan
The one-year work plan is an example of how
pulling items out of the long-term strategic work
plan according to priority and available resources
can create a yearly schedule and checklist to
ensure actions are taken at appropriate times and
to build upon prior successes. Mapping out a yearly
strategy also builds flexibility into the plan if specific
actions or items require additional time (or less
time) than anticipated. As seen on the example
one-year work plan on the following pages, the
first few months of the year are the most active,
including several new initiatives and ontacts. The
workload eases throughout the year to allow for
maintenance of ongoing actions and refinement
or growth of initiatives as they gain momentum.

During the October 2016 Public Meeting,
Vierbicher and City officials conducted an
exercise to solicit feedback on proposed names
for the District, implementation preferences,
Legends District Master Plan | III
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CHAPTER ONE
EXISTING CONDITIONS & CONTEXT ANALYSIS

1.1

CHAPTER 1: EXISTING CONDITIONS & CONTEXT ANALYSIS
1.1: Introduction and Purpose

1.2: Location and Boundary

The Existing Conditions Report provides the
City of Green Bay with a physical and market
assessment of the Legends District, herein
known as the “District,” and the immediate
surrounding area. This context analysis is
made up of the physical context, information
about the District’s location, its inherent
characteristics, linkages with other parts of
the city and region, and the history of how it
came to look the way it does. This report does
not encapsulate the entire data and project
history for the study area; however, it does
attempt to gain insight into the physical and
market forces that provide the foundation
for the recommended goals, policies, and
actions described later in this report.

Map 1.2.1 identifies the study area for the
District. The Steering Committee selected this
boundary to facilitate the research, mapping,
data gathering, and ultimate strategies for
the planning area between the southern
municipal boundary and the neighborhoods
north of Lombardi Avenue. The District is
approximately 90 acres with 27 parcels
accounting for 67.72 acres of real property.

Map 1.2.1: Study Area Map

1.2 Legends District Master Plan
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Although Map 1.2.1 rigidly defines the study
area between Ashland Avenue to the East,
Lombardi Avenue to the North, and the
city boundary to the West and South as the
primary subject of this analysis, several key
destinations are located just outside the
boundaries. There are significant residential,
retail, and employment nodes immediately
surrounding the study area; therefore, the market

analysis also focuses on the economic activity
generated by land uses within a 15-minute
walking radius from near the intersection of
Tony Canadeo Run and Reggie White Way. This
area includes the entertainment market along
Holmgren Way and Armed Forces Drive, the
commercial/industrial areas east of Ashland
Avenue and along with Mike McCarthy Way,
and the significant regional destinations of
Lambeau Field, Brown County Arena, and
the Resch Center. Chapter 2 details the full
market study boundary. The District boundary
also more closely corresponds to census tract
block groups used to develop initial residential
market estimates. These individual boundaries
are illustrated on Maps 1.2.2 and 1.2.3.

Map 1.2.2 General Research Area Map

SOURCE: ESRI

Map 1.2.3 Study Area and Census Boundary Map

Chapter One
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1.3: History and Background
The District developed several decades after the construction of the post-WWII period homes
north of Lombardi Avenue (formerly known as Highland Avenue – renamed in 1969). Map 1.3.1
illustrates the 1938 orthographic photograph.

Map 1.3.1 1938 Orthographic Photograph

SOURCE: Brown County

Starting in the mid-20th century, the site hosted a variety of industrial uses, many of which
are still in operation today. Before 1960, the southwest corner of what is now Ashland and
Lombardi Avenue was the only property developed (lumber yard). Map 1.3.2 illustrates the 1960
orthographic photograph.

Map 1.3.2 1960 Orthographic Photograph

SOURCE: Brown County

By the mid-1970s, the area had rapidly developed into a commercial and industrial hub, and
the existing street patterns began to emerge. The rapid growth was the direct result of the
construction of US-41 (now I-41) and the increased proliferation of the automobile. Map 1.3.3
illustrates the 1978 orthographic photograph.
1.4 Legends District Master Plan
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Map 1.3.3 1978 Orthographic Photograph

SOURCE: Brown County

By the early 1990s, the area developed into the general development pattern seen today, but
with more prominent industrial uses. Map 1.3.4 illustrates the 1992 orthographic photograph.

Map 1.3.4 1992 Orthographic Photograph

SOURCE:: Brown County

SOURCE: Brown County

Over the past 10 years, the eastern edge of the district redeveloped into the hospitality sector
seen today. The increase in tourism and the impact of the established residential neighborhoods
to the north created a source of commercial retail businesses and started to change the general
land use of the District.
Chapter One
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Finally, themajorityoftherecent developments
are the result of standards approved in several
Planned Unit Development (PUD) ordinances.

Map 1.3.5 illustrates the 2005 orthographic
photograph.

Map 1.3.5 2005 Orthographic Photograph

SOURCE: Brown County

1.4: Major Issues & Opportunities
The following is a summary of the issues
identified by the Steering Committee and the
general public during the open house. These
issues are explained in greater detail through
this report and in the Appendix to this report.
Land Development Issues:
• Several incompatible land uses
• Piecemeal zoning approach
• Inconsistent building design
• Vacant/deteriorated site & parking lots
• Open and closed brownfields
• Lack of visual connections outside the
District

Land Development Opportunities:
• Vacant lots ripe for redevelopment
• Current transition to entertainment uses
• Uniquely positioned to buffer residential
neighborhood from the Village of
Ashwaubenon industrial uses

Transportation Issues:
• Wide and empty streets
• Over parked or concrete pad lots
• Lack of designated bike lanes
• Lack of sidewalks
• Lack of visual connections outside the
District

Transportation Opportunities:
• Mass transit routes
• Large lanes for designated on-street facilities
(bike lanes, parking, etc.)
• Available space for wayfinding and other
pedestrian amenities

Business Mix Issues:
• Several incompatible businesses
• Lack of onsite expansion opportunities
because of required parking
• Wide variety of existing business types within
secondary and tertiary trade areas

Business Mix Opportunities:
• Entertainment/tourism drawn from the
Lambeau Field, Resch Center, arena influence
• Open spaces of land for new developments
• Stable base of new entertainment and services
businesses

1.6 Legends District Master Plan
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1.5: Existing Planning Document
Assessment

Map 1.5.1 Future Land Use Plan – District 3

This section presents findings gathered during
the review of previous planning documents
and stakeholder interviews. Previous City of
Green Bay, Village of Ashwaubenon, and
Green Bay Packers planning documents
that directly or indirectly impact the Stadium
Entertainment District Master Plan process
include the City of Green Bay Smart Growth
2022 Plan, the Tax Increment District No. 7
Project Plan, Ashwaubenon TID No. 5 Master
Plan, and the Green Bay Packers Titletown
Master Plan. It is important that the analysis,
goals, and vision of these plans are considered
moving forward, that this plan is consistent with
the comprehensive plan and TIF plan, and that
this plan builds on and further refines the work of
the previous steering committee.
Green Bay Smart Growth 2022 Plan
The City of Green Bay adopted the
Comprehensive Plan in 2003 titled “Green Bay
Smart Growth 2022 Plan”. The plan meets all of
the requirements of Wisconsin’s Smart Growth
and comprehensive planning legislation. Each
of the previous long-range planning efforts were
adopted as an appendix to the Comprehensive
Plan. The District Master Plan process will include
adoption of the Comprehensive Plan.
The District is located in ‘District 3: Fox River west
to Oneida Street’ in Smart Growth 2022. The plan
includes discussion of steps that can be taken
to improve the appearance and land uses in
the District. Specifically, the northwest quadrant
of Lombardi and Ashland Avenues is proposed
for high-intensity retail, office or housing use to
reflect the recent commercial development
of the southwest quadrant, and the important
“gateway” function of the intersection. The
Economic Development section of the Plan also
calls for the revitalization of major commercial
corridors like Lombardi Avenue and Ashland
Avenue. Revitalization of the commercial
corridors should be achieved through the
creation of long-range commercial revitalization
plans, the involvement of area businesses, and
the creation of Business Improvement Districts.
Map 1.5.1 illustrates the future land uses for
the District. Map 1.5.2 illustrates the desired
Gateway feature at Lombardi and Ashland
Avenues. The City of Green Bay designated
Ashland Avenue, along with other major
corridors, as part of the City “parkway” system.
The purpose of this designation is to target
the area for visual, landscaping, lighting, and
pedestrian amenities.

SOURCE: City of Green Bay

Map 1.5.2 Gateway/Parkway Locations

SOURCE: City of Green Bay

Chapter One
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Tax Increment District (TID) No. 7 Project Plan
The City adopted the report titled “Tax
Increment District (TID) No. 7 Project Plan:
Ashland Avenue & Lombardi Avenue
Corridors” in 2001. The Project Plan Boundary
closely reflects the District study area.
Map
1.5.3 illustrates the TID No. 7 Boundary.
All proposed improvements included in the
project plan were established with the intent
of attracting private investment and create a
better land use plan for the “…hodgepodge
of competing land uses…”.
The plan makes several recommendations for
improvements related to the improvement of
the District:
• Business/retail/entertainment
Redevelopment (several sites)
• Business/retail redevelopment (several
sites)

Map 1.5.3: TID 7 Project Plan

SOURCE: City of Green Bay
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• Office/retail redevelopment (several sites)
• Hotel/water Park
• Business/retail/entertainment/restaurant
redevelopment
• Commercial/residential redevelopment
• Auto-related commercial redevelopment
• Medium-density redevelopment
• Gateway improvements
• Identity and wayfinding signage(banners,
signage, lighting, etc.)

Village of Ashwaubenon Tax Increment
District (TID) No. 5 Master Plan
The Village of Ashwaubenon conducted
a master planning process for the TID No. 5
project area. The Village of Ashwaubenon Tax
Increment District (TID) No. 5 Master Plan calls
for
• Completing catalyst redevelopment
opportunities outlined in the plan.
• Completing
critical
interventions
to
adaptively reuse existing structures within
the area.
• Establish a partnership between the Village,
investment partners, property owners, and
tenants to install landscaping, streetscaping,
and wayfinding signage in accordance with
district branding.
Titletown District Master Plan
The Village of Ashwaubenon recently approved
the Titletown Master Plan, and demolition and
construction are currently underway. The
approval contains a Master Plan for over 30
acres of development that includes 10 acres
of public plazas, Lodge Kohler (Four-Diamond
hotel), Hinterland Restaurant and Brewery
(20,000 sq ft), and Bellin Health Sports Medicine
Clinic (30,000 sq ft). The full plan completion
could create over $120 million in cumulative
investment.
Direct competition from future development
around Lambeau Field would be a negative
influence on the Legends District if the City was
to focus solely on the football tourist revenue.
Therefore, it is of vital importance to differentiate
and create a unique identity. While some
specific retail and restaurant businesses within
the Titletown District may compete with the
Legends District businesses, it is more likely that
tenants of Titletown District will be specialized
retail, goods, and entertainment businesses
that could only exist next to a major draw such
as Lambeau Field. The Legends District will
remain better suited for general entertainment
and a mix of uses. Additionally, activities like
sports camps or wellness retreats would draw
people to the area for extended periods of
time, which could have spillover benefits to the
Legends District.
As the area around Lambeau Field becomes a
stronger regional draw, more consistent yearround traffic levels are likely to spur additional
redevelopment. The District must take
advantage of development around Lambeau
Field to strengthen the physical link between
the stadium, the District, and Downtown.

SOURCE:
Village of Ashwaubenon
& Green Bay Packers

Chapter One
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1.6: Existing Context – Regional
Context
The Green Bay metropolitan statistical area,
located at the northern end of the Fox River
Valley, is comprised of Brown, Kewaunee, and
Oconto Counties. The area has a population
of approximately 300,000 residents and
represents the third-largest metropolitan
statistical area (MSA) in the state behind
Milwaukee and Madison. For the purpose of
this analysis, the primary population center of
interest includes the City of Green Bay and
five surrounding communities: the Villages
of Ashwaubenon, Howard, Allouez, and
Bellevue, and the City of De Pere.
The urban core of the Green Bay Metropolitan
Statistical Area is served by two interstate
highways and three state
highways.
Together these highways form a beltway that
completely encircles the urban core.

Map 1.6.1: Regional Transportation Context

1.10 Legends District Master Plan
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Interstate Highways 41 and 43:
I-41 and I-43 are two interstate highway
segments in Wisconsin. I-43 begins in Beloit, WI
,on the Illinois border and terminates in Green
Bay. For the majority of its length, I-43 runs
north/south along Lake Michigan, connecting
Green Bay to Manitowoc, Sheboygan, and
Milwaukee. After entering the east side of the
City of Green Bay, I-43 wraps around the City,
forming the northern portion of the beltway.
Newly-classified I-41 begins in the I-41/I-94
interchange north of Chicago and runs
continuously with I-94 until branching south of
Milwaukee and running north of Green Bay.
State Trunk Highway 172 (STH 172):
STH 172 is a surface road as it enters Green
Bay, and then becomes a freeway near the
intersection with I-41. STH 172 serves as the
main connection through the Villages of
Ashwaubenon and Allouez and makes up the
southern portion of the beltway.

State Trunk Highway 29/32 (STH 29/32):
STH 29/32 is a state trunk highway that serves
as the primary east/west connection between
Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN, Wausau, and Green
Bay. The STH 29/32 and I-41 reconstruction
project is nearing completion and will serve
the region for decades to come.

land uses detract from convenience within
the District and could negatively impact user
experience. Therefore, a proactive transition
approach to compatible uses will help
ensure the District is successful in the future.
Maps 1.6.2 and 1.6.3 illustrate the zoning and
observed land uses.

State Trunk Highway 57 (STH 57):
STH 57 travels from the northeast corner of
Green Bay northward to the Door County
Peninsula. STH 57 connects Green Bay to
Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.
Map 1.6.1 illustrates the regional transportation
connections and the measured Annual
Average Daily Traffic Counts (AADT).

1.6: Existing Context – Land Use
and Zoning Assessment
In the process of redevelopment and
revitalization, the spatial arrangement and
concentration of existing land uses impact
the redevelopment potential of neighboring
parcels. Important elements of land use
include existing zoning, the presence and
future mitigation of land use conflicts, and
planned long-term land use evolution.

Figure 1.6.1: Current Land Use

The study area contains three underlying
zoning districts and three Planned Unit
Developments (PUDs). The majority of the
District is zoned for General Industrial (GI) uses;
however, most of the parcels zoned for GI
are further governed by an overlaying PUD.
Figures 1.6.1-1.6.4 detail the summary of land
uses, zoning, and permitted uses of the PUDs.
General Commercial (C1) accounts for the
second-largest zoning category, where the
hotels of Hilton Garden Inn and Springhill Suites
and the large vacant lot at 949 Tony Canadeo
Run (former manufacturing and shipping)
account for the majority of the general
commercial land uses. Finally, the autooriented uses of Smitty’s Auto Mart, Kwik Trip
on Lombardi Avenue, and the Dino Shell at the
intersection of Ashland and Lombardi Avenues
account for the C2-Highway Commercial uses.
Future Evolution of Land Use
When comparing existing land use and zoning
to the future land use element found in the
City’s Smart Growth Plan, the District is planned
for a transition to a completely commercial
use area. Land use compatibility considers
the types of uses which exist in proximity to
one another, whether they are commercial,
mixed-use, residential, or others. Incompatible

Figure 1.6.2: Current Zoning

Figure 1.6.3: Current PUD Zoning

Chapter One
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Figures 1.6.4: Current PUD Summary

1.12 Legends District Master Plan
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Map 1.6.2: Current Land Use

Map 1.6.3: Current Zoning

Chapter One
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1.6: Existing Context Urban Design Assessment
To organize a discussion of the physical
context of the District, Kevin Lynch’s elements
of city image and physical form are used.
Lynch’s book “The Image of The City” divides
the elements into five categories: paths,
edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks. The
combination of these elements creates an
area’s urban form, and strengthens its sense
of place. The following pages contain an
inventory and assessment of these elements
within the planning area.
Paths
Paths are the channels along which people
move. From here, people observe other
elements in the environment. Paths can be
simple and one dimensional, like a bike path,
or they may take on a room-like quality in
the case of a well-formed urban corridor.
Map 1.6.4 illustrates the paths that define
the district and the surrounding areas. The
main pedestrian path in the area connects
Holmgren Way to Oneida Street and Lambeau
Field. The most well-defined bike route in the
surrounding area is S. Broadway; however,
according to the Brown County Bike Plan and
Map, there are streets north and south of the
District wide enough to support bicycle traffic.
Edges
Edges are linear elements seen as boundaries
between two faces. Some edges are barriers
which close one area off from another and
are therefore hard to penetrate. Real or
perceived, these edges contain certain
characteristics that will begin to shape and
define future redevelopment within the area.
Map 1.6.4 illustrates the edges that define the
District and the surrounding areas. The main
thoroughfares (I-41, Ashland Avenue, Military
Avenue, S. Oneida Street, etc.) truly define the
edges from commercial and neighborhood
areas.

Districts
Districts are medium to large sections of the
city which a user enters. The districts are
recognizable from their common identifying
character. Examples of this character
include land use and density. Map 1.6.4
illustrates the districts that define the District
and the surrounding areas. The study is
uniquely positioned between commercial
and industrial areas to the West, South, and
East of the site and the stable residential
neighborhood to the north.
Nodes
Nodes are strategic points with intensive use
often located at junctions or connections.
Examples may include a break in transportation,
or a crossing or convergence of paths. Nodes
may also be a concentration of one particular
use or physical characteristic. Map 1.6.4
illustrates the edges that define the nodes and
the surrounding areas.
Landmarks
Landmarks are external physical objects
that can be used as a point of reference.
Some landmarks are high and can be seen
from long distances. These are often used
as radial references. Other landmarks are
lower and more local, and can only be seen
from certain approaches. These contribute
to the identity of an area. Landmarks are
frequently used for wayfinding and seem to
be increasingly relied upon as a journey that
becomes more and more familiar. A single,
identifying characteristic of a landmark is
one that is unique or stands out from others.
Buildings, public art, memorials, and public
spaces are all examples of landmarks, which
may or may not have historical significance.
Map 1.6.4 identifies the landmarks that define
the surrounding areas; Lambeau Field, Tundra
Lodge, Resch Center, and several large
neighborhood parks.

Figure 1.6.5: Urban Landmark Examples
RIGHT: Lambeau Field is
a regional landmark and
could also be considered
a node or a district.

LEFT: Tundra Lodge is a
regional landmark.
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1.6: Combined Physical Design
Assessment
As a central hub for local and visitor activity,
the Lambeau Field area should be accessible
and easy to navigate via a variety of
transportation modes. The positioning of the
District presents limitations and challenges for
those unfamiliar with it, thereby increasing the
importance of common wayfinding signage,
design themes, streetscaping, and landmarks.
Architectural Design Theme
There is no distinctive architectural style
present in the District or in the immediate
surrounding area. The presence of newer infill
development along the District’s northern
boundary limits the City’s ability to create
a contiguous district theme. There are
several blocks or combinations of blocks
within the District which feature properties
with limited aesthetic appeal, whether as a
result of vacancy, deferred maintenance,

Figure 1.6.6: Architectural Design
Examples
RIGHT: Example of a new
single story restaurant with
different architectural
elements (Leatherheads
Brewing Company).

Previous TIF Planning efforts have planned
several development recommendations;
however, not all recommendations were
incorporated into the existing zoning. Newer
developments have failed to reach their
full design potential due to a lack of holistic
consideration of design themes, site design,
site density, and parking.
Pedestrian Connections
Although a number of attractions within the
immediate area draw sizeable visitor traffic,
few of these destinations are located in
proximity to one another. The 15-minute walk
radius on Map 1.2.2. represents the distance
generally considered to be comfortably
walkable for most pedestrians. Destinations
further than one-quarter mile are generally
not visible and require a greater commitment.
Furthermore, visual barriers often deter
pedestrians from walking to areas they are
unable to see. Encouraging trips of greater
distance can be accomplished through an
emphasis on wayfinding, visual landmarks,
engaging streetscapes, and cross marketing
between destinations and businesses.
Bicycle Connections
No existing bike networks connect the District
to the neighborhoods north of Lombardi
Avenue or downtown. The pavement widths
are wide enough to account for designated
bicycle accommodations; however, lower
speeds and traffic calming road design will
make this area bike-friendly. There are no bike
storage facilities (except for Badger State
Brewing); therefore, visitors unfamiliar with the
City would likely need to search for places to
store a bicycle.

RIGHT: Example of a
Traditional multi-story hotel
(Hilton Garden Inn).

Streetscape Character
In general, the streetscape character of the
District has significant room for improvement.
The only legible streetscape theme in the area
is the existing Oneida Nations Walk of Legends.
While there is solid street infrastructure, the
inconsistent street width, lack of tree plantings,
sidewalks, lighting, and inconsistent signage
makes for an incoherent design theme.
Introducing common streetscape elements

RIGHT: Example of a
traditional, but aging
single story restaurant
(Brett Favre’s Steakhouse).
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incompatibility with adjacent structures, or
storefront treatments limiting the interaction
between the street and the building. The
presence of clusters of buildings that have not
been maintained or were poorly designed
with respect to the public realm can limit
pedestrian activity, resulting in diminished
economic activity in certain areas of
downtown.

Chapter One

would reinforce a sense of place, as well as
lead to popular destinations. The addition of
lower speeds, better road design, bike lanes,
bump-outs, terrace paving/planters, and
street furniture in these areas would help draw
pedestrian traffic into the District. Diversity
in streetscaping could also help generate
a sense of place and assist in wayfinding.
Streetscape enhancements and themes are
discussed in Chapter 4 of the report.
Wayfinding
The District does not have a defined system
of directional wayfinding signage to direct
motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists to points
of interests in and around the District.
Public Spaces
In general, there are no public spaces for
residents, tourists, and District patrons to use.
All of the existing spaces in the District are
private patios utilized by business patrons.
Public spaces should be enhanced with
pedestrian amenities, including benches,
trash/recycling receptacles, lighting, signage,
and other themed elements. The single district
feature that acts as a quasi-public feature is
the Oneida Nations Walk of Legends.

The walking tour includes 24 monuments that
immortalize the history of football in Green
Bay. While these monuments are on private
property, they are touted as a free and
open year-round attraction that encourages
people to tour the area and learn about
Packers history. Figure 1.6.7 illustrates two of
the monuments.
Public Parking
There are no off-street public parking spaces in
the District. The lack of public parking requires
each business to construct parking (most
often surface parking). Surface parking in an
entertainment district creates a disconnect
in the urban fabric/theme. Concentrating
parking into one or several central locations
in the district would allow for better utilization
of space and higher density.

Figure 1.6.7: Oneida Nation Walk of Legends
LEFT/RIGHT: Examples
of the Walk of Legends
monuments.
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What is a
Brownfield?
A brownfield
is a property,
the expansion,
redevelopment, or
reuse of which may
be complicated
by the presence or
potential presence
of a hazardous
substance, pollutant,
or contaminant.

1.6: Existing Context – Property
Condition Assessment

1.6: Existing Context –
Property Assessment

The project team conducted a physical
assessment of the site that determined the
District has many quality properties which
have emerged since 2000; however, 26% of
the real property could still be classified as
blighted and vacant, 27% of the real property
is dated but still functional, and 6% of the
real property is strictly vacant (Tundra Lodge
outlots). Furthermore, 50% of real active use
property would be incompatible with a
future mixed-use district. Finally, the District
has one open brownfield sites and seven
closed brownfields sites, which may require
additional remediation. Map 1.6.5 details
these findings and a summary table of the
brownfields is below.

The economic vitality and value of an area
can, in part, be judged by the extent to which
land is productively utilized. Two measures for
economic utilization are the improvement
value per acre and the improvement value
per assessed square footage. As expected,
hospitality uses return the greatest value per
acre and per built square footage. The vacant
lots and manufacturing uses within the area
become the areas ripe for redevelopment.
The City understands that manufacturing uses
are important to the City and neighborhood;
therefore, any redevelopment of the
manufacturing and industrial properties within
the district should coincide with relocation
elsewhere in the City. Maps 1.6.6 and 1.6.7
illustrate these findings.

Figure 1.6.8: Brownfield Summary

Map 1.6.5: Property Condition Assessment
Open Brownfield:
Spills, Leaking
Underground
Storage Tank (LUST),
Environmental
Repair (ERP),
and Abandoned
Container activities
in need of clean up
or where clean up is
still underway.

Closed Brownfield:
Activities where
investigation and
cleanup of the
contamination has
been completed
and the state has
approved all clean
up actions.
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Map 1.6.6: Assessed Improvement Value Per Acre

Map 1.6.7: Assessed Improvement Value Per Building Square Feet
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1.6: Existing Context - Surface
Infrastructure Assessment
According to the site inventory, the road network
is “overbuilt” for the current development
pattern and land uses. The wide right-of-ways
and paved surfaces enable delivery and
freight trucks the opportunity to maneuver
throughout the District, but the small size of the
District and immediate access to Lombardi
Avenue negates the advantage to having
the large paved surfaces throughout the area.
Furthermore, the parking areas adjacent to the
travel lanes remain largely underutilized except
during sporting events and concerts held at the
adjacent venues.

Map 1.6.8: Surface Infrastructure Assessment
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The lack of pedestrian and bicycle
accommodations are significant deterrents to
transitioning the District into an entertainment
district that is active throughout the year.
Furthermore, the limited pedestrian connectivity
from the north and the negligible vehicular
and non-vehicular connections from the
west and south isolate the District from the
surrounding neighborhood and the Village
of Ashwaubenon. Map 1.6.8 illustrates these
findings.
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Total riders on Saturdays rose 29% from
418 (2013) to 539 (2014). In 2015, total
passengers on Saturdays totaled 629 for
both routes. The Green Line averaged 371
passengers and the Tan Line averaged 258
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the Green Line averaged 38 passengers
per hour in 2013, 49 passengers per hour
in 2014, and 33.7 passengers per hour in
2015, even after the route modification.
The Tan Line averaged 23.5 passengers
per hour on weekdays. Both routes
routinely had the highest ridership in the
system on Green Saturday (everyone rides
for free). As the immediate area around
the stadium continues to develop, the
amount of bus/transit traffic will continue
to rise.
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According to data provided by Green Bay
Metro, the Green Line (Route 8) and the
Tan Line (Route 9) service the immediate
area. There are also game-day routes
that service the area from the Downtown
and other commercial areas throughout
the City. The transit impact will have to be
monitored as the district begins to grow
with a higher concentration of land uses
dependent on visitors, customers, and
residents.

Map 1.6.9: Green Bay Metro - Tan Line

ROUTE 8 - GREEN LINE

1.6: Existing Context Public Transit Assessment
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Maps 1.6.9 and 1.6.10 illustrate the current
transit routes.
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CHAPTER TWO
MARKET STUDY

2.1

CHAPTER 2: MARKET STUDY
2.1: Introduction and Purpose

2.2: Area Characteristics

Before determining where the Legends
District should be in the future in terms of
economic development, it is important to see
first where the district is today. The following
section provides a current snapshot by
summarizing the market characteristics of the
study area, the number and size of vacant
parcels that are suitable for redevelopment,
and the business mix. For this market analysis,
the study focused on three trade zones:
primary, secondary, and tertiary. The primary
zone consists of a 15-minute walk radius of
the district. The secondary zone is defined
by a 10-minute drive time from the district
including the primary zone. The tertiary zone
encompasses a 15-minute drive time from
the district, and also includes the primary and
secondary zones.

The study area is part of the larger Green
Bay Metropolitan Statistical Area, which is
home to 300,000 residents. This area serves
as a consolidated employment market and
consumer market with significant commuting
and other inter-market travel by the local
population. The overall economy of the region
is significantly influenced by the health of its
major industries and employers, including
paper manufacturing, healthcare, commercial
equipment manufacturing, food products
manufacturing, and printing and publishing.
Employers and retailers within this area draw on
the 700,000 residents within 40 miles.

The Legends District study area (study area)
is one of Green Bay’s oldest corridors and is
in a transition from old industrial buildings
to a mixed-use district. Within the study
area, the analysis suggests that there is a
sufficient market to develop residential and
commercial units. To engage this market, the
City will need to both proactively reevaluate
existing regulations and build relationships with
developers and landowners to determine the
best way to share risks and rewards.

“

To engage this market, the City will need
to both proactively reevaluate existing
regulations and build relationships with
developers and landowners to determine
the best way to share risks and rewards.

”

2.2 | Legends District Master Plan
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Within Green Bay, the important local economic
drivers include the Hospital Sisters Health System,
Georgia Pacific, Schreiber Foods, Schneider
National, Oneida Nation, Proctor & Gamble,
and local government agencies, such as
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College, Green
Bay Area Public Schools, the City of Green Bay,
and Brown County.
The subject property consists of approximately
90 acres located on the southwest side of
Green Bay adjacent to the municipal border
with the Village of Ashwaubenon. The site
is located adjacent to the City’s Lombardi
Avenue commercial corridor. Efforts to
redevelop this area have been underway
since 2001, with active redevelopment
projects since 2005. Tax Increment District 7,
which is set to terminate in 2029, has funded
and led to multiple developments in the area,
including the Tundra Lodge Hotel Waterpark &
Conference Center, Springhill Suites, Pizza Hut,
Leatherheads Brewery, Badger State Brewery,
and Kwik Trip.
In light of the current and near-term market
conditions in the primary, secondary, and
tertiary zones (primarily the Metropolitan
Green Bay Area), retail, office, and residential
markets continue to seek equilibrium regarding
supportable demand and values. The near
term will likely provide a period of substantial
growth for new residential, retail, and office
space due to the long period of stagnant
development in the market study area. This
recent growth has occurred in response to
a decline in industrial land uses, resulting in
new opportunities for entertainment. This
slow transition to an entertainment district

has included the addition of several hotels
and restaurants as an outcome of the
redevelopment of Lambeau Field and the
addition of the Resch Center.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the District has
historically experienced slow to moderate
growth in population and commercial
development and has supported incremental
additions to building inventory. The following
market assessment of the District is based
on primary research conducted by the
project team, third party private vendor
data, and interviews conducted with market
participants and key stakeholders in the
study area. The market assessment provides
a basic platform that supports discussion of
potential opportunities along the corridor
generally, and at targeted development sites
specifically.
Because of the nature of Lombardi Avenue
and how the commercial activity along this
corridor is oriented more toward a regional

Map 2.1: Trade Area Map

trade area (due to Lambeau Field being a
regional destination), this analysis put greater
emphasis on the Tony Canadeo Run, Reggie
White Way, and Bart Starr Drive intersections as
well as the adjacent residential neighborhood.
These intersections are more
reflective
of commercial areas attracting residents
residing within the study area and adjacent
neighborhood.
More specifically, the analysis assessed the
current and potential market demands for
three trade areas from the Tony Canadeo Run
& Reggie White Way intersections in the center
of the study area. Trade radii of 15-walk time,
10-minute drive time, and 15-minute drive time
from this intersection were analyzed. Rather
than using larger radii from the intersection
to skew the data into a regional analysis, the
shorter radii are more reflective of commercial
activity nodes. These are oriented towardsthe
immediate surrounding residents in the
community and, ultimately, a more pedestrian
friendly activity node enabling access by
walking, biking, transit, or automobile.
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2.3: Methodology
The analysis outlined herein focuses on
population growth and residents generating
demand for new products within each study
area. The analysis also considers changing
dynamics of household composition and
income levels.
The project team employed modeling
techniques to calculate potential retail,
restaurant, and service-oriented office space
in the study area. The model addresses retail
choices and spatial concentrations of retail
spending. Given the study area location and
proximity to other concentrations of commercial
development, the market was reduced to
focus on the immediate neighborhood and
smaller drive time.
The models were calibrated based on the
most recent economic and census data for
the Green Bay area. The models generate the
amount and nature of retail and restaurant
space supportable within a given trade area
based upon the number of households and
the average household’s effective buying
income at a given point in time. The serviceoriented office model employs a methodology
for estimating service space demand by
incorporating population growth, employment,
and number establishments for different service
facility types, all within a specific boundary.
The following retail, restaurant, and service
categories are considered and analyzed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apparel & accessories
Appliance & electronics
Beer, wine & liquor
Building materials & hardware
Convenience stores & gasoline
Cosmetic, health, & beauty
Department stores & general
merchandise
• Discount stores

Figure 2.1: Primary Trade Area Demographics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drinking places
Drug stores & pharmacies
Finance, insurance, & real estate
Food stores & supermarkets
Full-service restaurants
Furniture & home furnishings
Legal services
Limited-service restaurants
Medical services
Miscellaneous retail stores
Personal services
Professional & business services
Social services
Specialty food service

The analysis considers both existing and
incremental, or increased demand. For this
report, the term incremental demand is defined
as the amount of commercial expenditures
supportable by the estimated new households.

2.4: Demographic & Population
Trends
The project team analyzed demographic trends
to define each trade area’s socioeconomic
context. Five-year projections (2016-2021) for
the attribute data were used to analyze nearterm trends for all three trade areas. The future
data indicate general trending and are in no
way predictive of actual outcomes. Third-party
population and household projections are
consistent within standard industry practices,
and are included as one perspective in the
analysis.
The demographic data for the primary trade
area projects the population will increase from
2,111 residents in 2016 to 2,152 in the year 2021.
The number of households are projected to
increase by 2% from 896 to 916. The median
household income is projected to increase by
approximately 10% from $48,334 to $52,061.
The data also revealed the projected average
household size is expected to remain the same
at 2.32 residents per household.
The demographic data for the secondary trade
area projects the population will increase from
69,402 residents in 2016 to 70,778 in the year
2021. The number of households are projected
to increase by 2% from 29,592 to 30,253. The
median household income is projected to
increase by approximately 10% from $41,633 to
$55,534. The data also revealed the projected
average household size is expected to remain
the same at 2.26 residents per household.
The demographic data for the tertiary trade
area projects the population will increase from
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165,533 residents in 2016 to 170,221 in the year
2021. The number of households are projected
to increase by 3% from 69,012 to 71,162, The
median household income is projected to
increase by approximately 10% from $46,755 to
$62,361. The data also revealed the projected
average household size is expected to remain
the same at 2.34 residents per household.
Age Distribution
The market study conducted a review of the
age distribution for the tertiary trade area.
The tertiary trade area represents a more
accurate data set than could be realized
with smaller primary and secondary data sets.
The market study conducted a review of
the age distribution within the tertiary zone
and anticipates population growth in the
cohorts of 25 to 44-year-olds and 65 to 84year-olds over the next five years. This is
consistent with the national trends among
Millenials, Generation Y, and Baby Boomer
demographics. The cohorts that remain
relatively stable over the next five years are
ages 0-24 and 55-64. The only age cohort that
is projected to experience a loss in population
during this period is the 45-54 age group,
with a projected loss of 8%. The median age
of the residents in the tertiary zone is 36.4 in
2016, and will increase to 37.0 by the year
2021. Figure 2.4 illustrates the age distribution.
Educational Attainment
The market study conducted a review of the
educational attainment for the tertiary trade
area. The tertiary trade area represents a more
accurate data set than could be realized
with smaller primary and secondary data sets.
The educational attainment within the tertiary
zone revealed that 39% of residents achieved
college degrees of associates’, bachelor’s,
or graduate/professional. Figure 2.5 illustrates
the educational attainment.
Housing Market Trends
While there are no entities that track the
apartment market specifically for Green Bay,
the Apartment Association of Northeastern
Wisconsin provides an apartment market
indicator (tracking only properties with 100
units or greater within the metropolitan
area). According to their data, there is a 2.5
percent apartment vacancy rate. The biggest
demand for rental housing at the moment is
for units with larger bedrooms, such as three
bedrooms for young families that want to be

Figure 2.2: Age Distribution
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Figure 2.3: Education Attainment
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in the middle of urban areas, but with newer
amenities. These amenities include increased
electrical capacity, separate entrances,
modern kitchens, and bathrooms and shared
entertainment space for guests and parties.
The desired square footage for this cohort
is 1,400 to 1,700. There is also a demand for
urban-style residential units, which are popular
among the baby boomer, empty-nester, and
young professional cohorts. The Apartment
Association of Northeastern Wisconsin also
stated that those surveyed indicated they
desire modern kitchens and bathrooms and
very little maintenance. The housing market in
the study areas has a significantly smaller share
of the housing market than the City as a whole
due to the lack of housing units. However, the
availability of vacant land and its location
adjacent to shopping and entertainment
venues makes the study area attractive to
developers to provide urban-style residential
units.
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Figure 2.4: Secondary Trade Area Demographics

While the rental housing market is experiencing
strong demand and low vacancies, the
commercial and retail markets remain relatively
stable with multiple pockets of retail and
commercial vacancy in the vicinity of the subject
area. Because of the centralized market created
by new and continued development along
Lombardi Avenue and Oneida Street corridors,
the competition was determined to be the area
within a 10-minute drive of the study area, which
is either the origin or destination of the majority
of consumer trips passing by the site. This area
encompasses a wide variety of space types, with
available properties in multiple sizes and finish
options. Existing businesses include 3,723 total
retail and service businesses with over 72,000
employees. Current available spaces include a
variety of uses such as restaurant, medical space,
traditional office, or retail space. Asking rental
rates for these properties range from $6 to $18
NNN for retail space, and $11 to $15 full service for
office spaces. However, there is significant variety
within this range, due to the existing conditions
of the property (age, amenities, and physical
condition).

Figure 2.5: Tertiary Trade Area Demographics

Figure 2.6: Business Summary
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According to the 2016 data prepared by REIS,
Inc and ESRI, the projected 2021 tertiary study
area household income would produce a net
housing affordability of $1,300 per month for all
gross housing related expenses (rent, utilities,
etc). The data also reveals that by 2021, 43% of
all units will be rental housing and there will be
demand for 2,000 additional units in the tertiary
study area.
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2.5: Retail & Commercial Market
Analysis

Based on the third-party data, the industries in
the most demand within the immediate/primary
trade area are food and beverage stores (not
specifically bars and restaurants) as well as some
retail trade establishments. However, it is important
to note that this data does include the immediate
area around Lambeau Field and the Resch
Center for games and concert events as well as
hotels whose guests enjoy meals out instead of
purchasing unprepared food. The inclusion of new
residential uses into the district will only increase
the demand for general food and beverage sales
(grocery stores, etc). Separate from typical food
and beverage stores, any new restaurants and
retail trade that could go into the study area can
do well if they take advantage of the established
tourist and entertainment crowd in addition to the
existing Green Bay area neighborhood residents.
The trade areas will also be impacted by the
inclusion of food and drink establishments in the
Titletown District; the full impact will not be known
until the Green Bay Packers release the full plans
for their development.
Additional industry demand was found in the
Music Stores, Bookstores, Gift Stores, Hobby, Florists,
and Miscellaneous Retailers categories. These are
the types of retail establishments that would serve
well in a mixed-use development with a retail,
restaurant, and specialty beverage store cluster.

Data shows that within the primary trade area,
the average household disposable income is
$37,639 with a total of 896 households, for a total
purchasing power of $33.7 million. The secondary
trade area has an average household disposable
income of $33,213 with 29,592 households, for a
total purchasing power of $983 million. The tertiary
trade area has an average household disposable
income of $36,896 with 69,012 households, for a
total purchasing power of $2.5 billion.
Figure 2.7 represents the greatest retail trade area
gaps in the study areas. While the market analysis
shows the retail gap exists for food and beverage
stores (not dining establishments), florists, sporting
goods, hobby, book, and gift stores, these might not
be the preferred uses for an entertainment district in
terms of generating a critical mass of population.
The market analysis also states that there is a surplus
of retail trade and food and drink categories within
the District. The presence of Lambeau Field and
the other entertainment uses in the community
will create a surge in food and drink uses within a
region the size of Green Bay. As a result, the trade
analysis lists a surplus of food and drink.

2.6 : Conclusion
The current land use is comprised of a mixture of
older industrial, new commercial, new lodging,
vacant land, and unattractive structures. The
District has many of the standard product offerings
popular with an entertainment district, such as
drinking establishments, hotels, and restaurants. The
market analysis determined that there is a surplus

of retail trade and restaurant establishments in
the District, meaning that there is a large draw
from outside the tertiary zone that is supporting
these categories. This is true when we look at
the draws for the area - Lambeau Field, Resch
Center, Brown County Veterans Memorial
Arena, and Shopko Hall. These venues host
major sporting events, concerts, and expositions,
which consistently draw visitors to the area.
The findings indicate the need for repositioning
the District through redevelopment
to
enhance the retail and mixed-use offerings.
Redevelopment initiatives in this area should
focus on higher-density mixed use, thus creating
additional population and purchasing power
to support the demand for retail, restaurant,
and service offerings into an attractive, urban
entertainment style of development.
This new development must be accessible by
multiple modes of transportation, but have a
greater emphasis on pedestrian, and bicycle
traffic. It is important to enhance the connection
points with the existing neighborhood to the
north where 12th Avenue, 14th Avenue, and
Reggie White Way intersect with Lombardi
Avenue.
Additionally, the analysis of the market demand
potential and physical survey indicate the need
to support land use code modifications and
design guidelines to create a distinct sense of
place for future residential and commercial
retail development.

Figure 2.7: Trade Area Industry Summary
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CHAPTER THREE
DISTRICT MASTER PLAN

3.1

CHAPTER 3: DISTRICT VISION AND MASTER PLAN
This chapter illustrates the elements of the
Legends District Master Plan and introduces
the four major planning elements which will
achieve this vision. Together, these items provide the framework to implement the development and redevelopment efforts.

3.1: Vision
In order to establish a set of strategic
recommendations and program of work
for the City of Green Bay, it is critical that a
common vision is established which will allow
City and property owners to easily implement
the recommendations. This vision can be
achieved through continual implementation
of the Plan and periodic project analysis and
revisions to the plan if the market changes.
Drawing on public input, the market analysis,
and stakeholder input, the following vision
statement was established for the Legends
District.

The Legends District
Energetic
New development options create an active
year-round district that supports a variety of
retail, commercial, arts, culture, food, and
service offerings. The inclusion of many new
multi-family units and mixed-uses ensures
year-round utilization throughout the area.
Economically Strong and Adaptable
Retaining and attracting quality entertainment
establishments will create additional market
opportunities throughout the District as the
dollars spent in and around the District will
attract additional developers. The active
resident population supplements the business
patterns for those that live outside the District,
providing new and existing business owners
with stable business opportunities.
Connected
Residents, businesses, and tourists will be easily
able to access District business, sites, and
attractions. The City will work closely with the
Village of Ashwaubenon to ensure the District
is complementary to their efforts.
Distinctive
The District will capitalize on the advantages
of the regional tourism draws outside the
District and the Walk of Legends inside the
District to create a distinctive region that
does not compete with the larger draws and
encourages entertainment activities outside
of the stadium/area events.
This vision will lead to a more cohesive,
connected, and vibrant district which attracts,
retains, and rewards residents and visitors with
a wide variety of amenities and attractions.
The success of the Plan will ultimately come
through a coordinated effort which addresses
opportunities and challenges facing the
District. Providing unique and interesting
activities and destinations will increase
opportunities to reach new populations and
provide for a greater variety of residential,
entertainment, and business options.
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3.2: District Master Plan

3.3: Strategic Recommendations

The
Master
Plan
identifies
specific
transformational opportunities and strategic
activities which, together, will have a
measurable and visual impact on the built
environment and measurable impacts of the
economicgrowth within the District. The Master
Plan recommends various organizational
changes, physical improvements, and
strategic partnerships for the City and other
partners to use in order to achieve the Vision.
Map 3.1 on page 3.8 illustrates the geographic
relationship between Master Plan elements.

Several core strategies have been developed
as the framework for the Legends District
Plan. Together, these strategies maximize
the District’s competitive
advantages
while also addressing challenges that have
diminished the ability of District businesses to
fully capitalize on local opportunities. Each
of these core strategies contains primary
objectives which will be achieved under this
plan. The core strategies and objectives are
as follows:

• Major destinations and traffic generators
represent current and future activity
centers.
• Redevelopment sites present
opportunities for market-supported infill
and private investment.
• Primary connections and circulation
routes allow for pedestrian, bicycle,
vehicular, and transit connections.
• Locations of future gateway features and
streetscape elements enhance entryways
and connections.
Although individual strategies may emphasize
individual properties or nodes within the
District, the Plan, as a whole, maximizes
opportunities to create a stronger overall
area.
Chapter 5 details the action items which are
recommended for the Legends District.

1. Leverage Entertainment and Sporting Venue
District
Sports, entertainment, and food-related events
and businesses represent a defining feature
of the District’s character and economy.
Leveraging this unique asset by coordinated
land development, representative streetscape
elements, and complementary programming
will reinforce this influence and expand the
economic influence of sports, entertainment,
and food amenities throughout the District.
• Establish physical and visual connection
to current venues adjacent to the District.
• Establish formal retail and restaurant
destinations along Lombardi Avenue.
2. Encourage Retail and Urban-Style Residential
Development
There are significant opportunities for infill
development within the District and adjacent
neighborhoods. Market demand supports
additional residential, retail, and professional
office space which can be accommodated
on infill and redevelopment sites throughout
the District.
• Promote redevelopment of key sites as
mixed-use developments.
• Enforce quality design standards
throughout the District.
• Encourage vertical and horizontal
integration of mixed-use redevelopment
throughout the District.
• Improve the economic return from
vacant/underutilized properties to
encourage high-quality development.
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3. Physical and Economic Link Between Regional
Entertainment and the Greater Community
Improved physical, visual, and social
connections will boost the ability of businesses
to capitalize on the wide variety of amenities
located in and adjacent to the District. This
strategy facilitates increased connections
by introducing wayfinding elements for
consumers, visitors, and residents. Establishing
coordinated marketing activities is also a key
part of this strategy.

Figure 3.1: Oneida Nation Walk
of Legends Monuments Honoring
Individuals

• Improve non-vehicular and vehicular
mobility in and around the District
through wayfinding and mobile-friendly
technology.
• Improve non-vehicular and vehicular
connections to the District through larger
connections and wayfinding plans in and
around the community.
• Implement and promote the use of
alternative modes of transportation,
including transit, walking, and bicycling.
• Work with tourism industries, Convention
and Visitor’s Bureau, and businesses to
coordinate messaging and promote
District attractions.
Each objective and specific action items
are explored in further detail in the following
pages.

Monuments
Honoring Individuals

Monuments Chronicling Packer Eras

3 Tony Canadeo
4 Brett Favre
5 Paul Hornung
14 Don Hutson
64 Jerry Kramer
1 Vince Lombardi
85 Max McGee
20 Johnny Blood
McNally
66 Ray Nitschke
15 Barr Starr
31 Jim Taylor
63 Fuzzy Thurston
92 Reggie White

Pride: The Pioneers (1895-1918)
Drive: The Founding Years (1919-1928)
Power: The Triumphant Years (1929-1933)
Talent: The Victory Years (1934-1938)
Valor: The Earnest Years (1939-1948)
Vision: The Building Years (1949-1958)
Glory: The Glory Years (1959-1968)
Honor: The Gritty Years (1969-1978)
Faith: The Hopeful Years (1979-1988)
Esteem: The Renaissance Years (1989-1998)
Spirit: The Rebuilding Years (1999-present)
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Figure 3.2: Oneida Nation Walk of
Legends Monuments
Chronicling Packer Eras

1. Leverage Entertainment and Sporting Venue
District
The majority of crossover traffic between the
District and major sports and entertainment
venues occurs during regional and national
sporting or music events. The District needs
to leverage these opportunity to capture the
attention of visitors and bring them back to the
District during off-peak days. Moreover, the
District also needs to attract residents from the
greater community to help support businesses,
future events, and other uses within the District.
The greater community is an underutilized
economic resource, evidenced by the results
of the community survey where approximately
80% of respondents stated they visited
establishments in the District less than five
times per month. In fact, many respondents
specifically identified a need for additional
businesses to complement the existing sports
and entertainment uses. This demonstrates that
visitors to the area are aware of the businesses,
but are calling for additional opportunities to
support the existing business climate.
The District generates the most traffic during
Green Bay Packers game-days when visitors
park in the District and walk west to Lambeau
Field. The aim of the Plan is to create a greater
demand for a district that is in use yearround. Furthermore, there is the dire need to
ensure that businesses within the District are
supported by one another. Currently, hotel
users spend their food and beverage dollars
closer to the stadium and further down South
Oneida Street.
The City and community partners should
strive to create a mixed-use entertainment
environment to support the regional draws
and encourage people to stay within the
District before and after events. Residents
also called for the need to develop an area
that is geared toward live local and regional
entertainment. Within proximity to the District
is a competing commercial district that has
strong national restaurant activity currently
embraced by residents and visitors. The District
should work to target dining experiences that
are supported by nightlife, culture activities
(bowling, painting, wine bars, fitness clubs,
coffee shops), and other cross-marketed
events or uses.

of entertainment offerings. The areas’s largest
existing entertainment area is centered on the
intersection of Armed Forces Drive & Holmgren
Way. This core of major entertainment
destinations attracts millions of visitors per
year. While the formal boundary of the District
encompasses the areas identified on the
plan maps, the informal boundary would
naturally extend westward to incorporate the
emerging activity node of the Resch Center,
Brown County Veterans Memorial Arena,
and Shopko Hall. The combination of these
complementary elements adjacent to the
District will create opportunities for 24-7 events
and activity, expand the customer base, and
increase the duration of customer visits.
Restaurant and hotel activity is currently
the strongest market segment of the District
and represents a significant growth area
for customer spending. Dining and nightlife
are also a perfect complement to sports
and entertainment activities, and can be
cross-marketed with events and destination
attendance.
Establishing
the
District’s
reputation as an entertainment district will
be accomplished by these strategies: 1)
establishing a physical, social, and visual
connection with adjacent activity nodes
and 2) expanded programming focused on
entertainment, culture, and food activities.
A long-term opportunity exists to activate and
expand the District by introducing additional
connections and gathering spaces between
Ashland Avenue and Holmgren Way –
specifically along Lombardi Avenue and Tony
Canadeo Run. Therefore, long-term success is
dependent on providing all users to the District
with clear and defined entries, while also
limiting or eliminating any blighting influences
(vacant parking lots, vacant buildings, etc.).

Creating an effective entertainment district
will require establishing organizational,
programmatic, and physical elements to
grow, reinforce, and promote the presence
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2. Encourage Retail
Residential Development

EXAMPLE: Example of
urban residential, but not
indicative of a potential
selected style.

and

Urban-Style

The market analysis determined that there will
be a need for new housing developments to
accommodate the future population demand.
While the market analysis projects an increase
of 20 households in the primary area, the
larger tertiary area calls for an additional 2,000
households by 2021. These 2,000 households
will be located within the Greater Green Bay
areas of Green Bay, Ashwaubenon, Howard,
Bellevue, and Allouez. This tells us there is a
real estate race that will occur in this market
area that will create a boom or bust scenario.
From a city-wide analysis, Green Bay’s
residential market share is less than it should
be to create a balanced market. However,
the data from recent developments show
that urban-style residential properties also
experience consistently high occupancy.
This high demand for urban-style residential
options, coupled with anticipated population
and employment growth in traditionally
rental-oriented market segments, creates
significant
opportunities
to
introduce
additional residential units into the District. A
recent market analysis also determined that
the Green Bay rental market occupancy is
very strong compared to the surrounding
communities, regional market, and Midwest

Source: Torma 2007, APA
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averages. Vacancy rates in the City average
around 2.5% and are below the 4-5% vacancy
for what is typically considered a healthy
rental market. The lower the vacancy rates
the higher the demand for units, resulting in
an increase in rental rates.
Increases in rental rates have important
implications for the housing market. The Urban
Land Institute conducted a study in 2015
and concluded 48 percent of all Americans
and 73 percent of Millennials report they are
either very likely or somewhat likely to move
during the next five years. This statistic is vital
as 53 percent of Americans (63 percent of
Millennials, 49 percent of Baby Boomers, and
64 percent of general renters) would prefer to
live in a place where they do not need to use
a car as often. This finding does not preclude
people from residing in well-positioned
rural regions or small and mid-sized cities,
but simply states that the personal vehicles
(and large garages) will have less impact
on housing choices over the next several
decades. Among likely movers, Millennials
and Generation Xers most likely expect to
relocate to a larger home or multi-family unit,
while 73 percent of Baby-Boomers and 83
percent of the War Baby/Silent Generation
will look for the same size or smaller home.

Not only are district residents more likely to
frequent district businesses, but they also
improve safety by providing additional eyes
on the street and enhance the perception of
vitality for visitors by adding foot traffic and
boosting customer demand during off-peak
hours.
Residential growth offers the most immediate
opportunity for new development, but
retail and restaurant space demand is also
expected to increase over the next five years
once excess supply is absorbed. Current
commercial lease rates within the city remain
competitive with several first-floor vacancies
and underutilized spaces, which can
accommodate near-term growth at a lower
cost than new construction. The exceptions to
this include owner-driven construction such as
gas stations and pharmacies, which are more
likely to occur in mixed-use developments with
first-floor commercial uses.
The sustained level of new investment in the
Legends District over the past 10 years is a
testament to the positive efforts by the City
and business owners to create a desirable
environment. However, many businesses or
developers outside the region are unfamiliar
with the recent local investment and might

be unwilling to enter the market without
a compelling reason to do so. Targeting
developers with specific experience in
entertainment and mixed-use projects will
create the opportunity to showcase the market
and individual development opportunities to
a select group. Furthermore, maintaining a
master list of available property in the District
will make it easier for prospective businesses
to assess space availability and costs. Working
with property owners to ensure that spaces
are marketed effectively on various online sites
is also beneficial, especially for a community
such as Green Bay, which attracts prospective
businesses from its significant pool of long-time
visitors.
The City can also play a role in facilitating
development on key sites by securing options
on individual buildings/properties or working
with local investors to identify priority sites and
development objectives to reduce the risk
associated with site acquisition.
As the City works to boost private sector
investment in the District, it simultaneously
needs to take steps to ensure that investors
see continued returns from their properties
by promoting a quality District aesthetic. This
includes continued investment in traditional
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services, such as street maintenance and upkeep,
but also regulatory practices such as establishing
design standards and vacant building registries
to prevent blighted properties from impacting
adjacent property values. Design standards,
available in Chapter 4, for the District should
emphasize complementary signage, storefront,
and façade treatments, and development
standards to enhance District aesthetics. New
developments will be required to integrate
structures that retain complementary architectural
features and improve the pedestrian experience
along the entire span of the District. The City
should continue to promote its design assistance
in the context of the new design standards, while
also promoting available local, state, and federal
financial assistance as a tool for promoting quality
developments. Such assistance options are;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TIF Financing
Brownfield Funding Grants/Loans
New Market Tax Credits
Housing Tax Credits
CDGB
WEDA Community Grants/Loans
EB-5 Program
WEDC Programs

Map 3.1 Concept and Connections Map
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As new development is implemented
within the District, current height limitations
and parking requirements will need to
be addressed to facilitate larger infill and
redevelopment projects which can further
transform the area. Often, artificially high
parking requirements make redevelopment
unfeasible. Attracting residents or professional
tenants to higher quality spaces will require
either underground or multi-story, aboveground parking facilities. This additional cost
will require additional units in the form of
additional floors, and/or municipal assistance
to create an economically viable project.
Any assistance should be reflective of the
actual need for the parking to make the
project marketable to potential residents
and businesses, and not simply to meet the
parking requirement in the existing City Code.
Shared parking should be encouraged in
the District to reduce costs and maximize
parking use. Relying on public parking –
with no minimum parking requirements for
small retail/service developments can make
otherwise unfeasible infill projects desirable for
developers.

Land Use

Public Plaza Sites

The intention of the District is to become a
mixed-use node of activity around other
activity generators located along Lombardi
Avenue and Holmgren Way. As mentioned
in Chapter 1, the majority of the District is
zoned for industrial uses. However, Planned
Unit Development overlay districts account
for 43.5% of the District. The overlay districts
allow for a variety of commercial uses, but
several of the ordinances are tailored to
specific sites. The proposed future land use
contains a variety of commercial and mixeduse opportunities. The actual location of uses
is dependent on a variety of market factors
at the time of development (market drivers,
site needs, access, lot size, etc.). To account
for this variation, the City should create and
adopt a master Planned Unit Development
ordinance that guides future development
while being sensitive to the existing uses in
the area. Map 3.2 provides the general future
land uses.

While this master plan stresses the importance
of integrating private, open spaces into
building and site design, there is also a very
important need for public open spaces. A
public open space or plaza is a community
amenity that helps improve neighboring
property values and serves a variety of users,
including building tenants, District visitors, and
members of the general public. Spaces can
function as entry points to sites, house public
art, and act as a setting for recreation and
relaxation. They are a beneficial feature of
any lively streetscape.
1. Corner of Brett Favre Steakhouse parking lot
The southwest corner of Brett Favre’s
Steakhouse
parking
lot
provides
an
opportunity to create a public plaza that will
help transition between land uses. Locating
a public plaza at this site will soften the
hardscape of this corner with the addition
of planters, trees, specialty lighting, and
benches. Creating a pedestrian-focused
plaza also provides a visual focal point

Map 3.2 Future Land Use and Public Plaza Sites
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of activity to calm vehicular traffic from
Holmgren Way onto Tony Canadeo Run.
Finally, it will help create a visual connection
to Holmgren Way and other nodes of activity.
This space could be similar in design to the
small public plaza at the northeast corner of
Cherry and Washington Streets in downtown
Green Bay.
2. Hudson-Sharp Property
This site is designed to capture maximum
activity from its exposure on Lombardi
Avenue and has the potential for land use
programming that will provide hundreds
of individuals the opportunity to occupy
this space on a daily basis. This site has the
capacity to include the largest public plaza
in the District. Like the other two sites listed, this
plaza should be designed to take advantage
of the existing street frontage, and
streetscape design, and provide specialty
lighting, programming, and places to sit and
interact on a pedestrian level.
3. Existing stormwater site on Tony Canadeo
Run and Bart Starr Drive
This site can be redesigned to incorporate
design elements around the stormwater pond.
Including
design-themed
improvements
(walls, fencing, etc.) will help buffer the pond
from the general public. Including an aerator
will help retain clarity and prevent water
stratification as well as creating a
fountain-

Map 3.3
Generalized
Massing
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like feature. This redesigned parcel can house
a small amphitheater or gathering place
complete with specialty lighting, benches,
planters, and a fountain or splash pad. Map
3.2 illustrates the public plaza focal location.
Connecting the Walk of Legends monuments
and plazas will be vital to the success of
the District. As development within the
District continues, the City should work with
the contributors to the Walk of Legends
monuments
to
strategically
relocate
monuments to make them more pedestrian
accessible.
Massing
In master planned districts that focus heavily
on design, the urban form or density map
tends to be more functional and more
important than typical Euclidian land use
designations. In study areas with common or
proposed similar land uses, the urban form
or generalized massing map identifies the
general massing of structures around the
District. Specific uses might locate in different
areas around the District than was originally
anticipated; therefore, the urban form or
generalized massing map identifies the
general form (height) of structures to ensure
the building massing is compatible with the
future vision. In the study area, the tallest set of
proposed structures should be located along
Lombardi Avenue to attract attention to the
District, but still have enough separation from

the busy street to create a building form that
is both pedestrian and vehicular focused. As
you enter the District, the mass is reduced to
a more pedestrian-scale environment along
Reggie White Way, Bart Starr Drive, and
Tony Canadeo Run. Map 3.3 illustrates the
generalized massing.
3. Physical and Psychological Link Between
Regional Entertainment and Greater
Community (Connectivity)
KEY CONNECTION POINTS
Recommendations within the first two core
strategies are primarily focused on enhancing
individual sites, corridors, or nodes within
the District. The third strategy, Connectivity,
focuses on improved integration and
connectivity within the District as a whole.
The role of connecting and convening
District elements could be best served by the
creation of design standards. Successes within
the first two strategies will be less far-reaching
and impactful if the objectives associated
with connecting and placemaking are not
met. The objectives associated with this
core strategy fall into two distinct segments:
physical connections and psychological
connections. The District has long struggled
with a physical connection, and significant
planning efforts have been conducted
without success to determine the feasibility
of physically connecting disparate areas in
the District. Regardless of the vehicle, it is
recommended that physical connections
be made to emphasize the social and visual
connection to the District and adjacent
venues. Physical improvements, such as those
discussed in the design guidelines, available in
Chapter Four, can have a significant impact
on the traffic patterns of visitors already in the
District.
Connection 1: Tony Canadeo Run & Brett
Favre Pass & Holmgren Way
This connection is a critical connection for
the District. The Resch Center, Brown County
Veterans Memorial Arena, and Shopko Hall
continue to host concerts, conventions,
NCAA basketball games, and USHL hockey
games generating a large influx of visitors to
the area. The question then becomes, how to
attract visitors east, into the District since there
is not a direct physical or visual connection?
With this lack of a physical connection, it
places District establishments into a specific

destination versus a cycle of entertainment
that establishments along Holmgren Way,
Mike McCarty Way, and Armed Forces Drive
receive. A high proportion of these connections
should include both streetscape and roadway
investments. Some of these improvements
were discussed previously, such as enhancing
the streetscape along key blocks in the District
and the connection of Tony Canadeo Run
and Holmgren Way. Because the actual
intersection is in the Village of Ashwaubenon,
it is not currently possible to create a direct
visual and physical connection between Tony
Canadeo Run and Holmgren Way. Instead, the
City should implement strategies to make the
connection both socially and psychologically.
See the examples of connecting socially and
psychologically under connection 1 in Figure
3.3 Site Connectivity Table on page 3.12.
This will allow for the pedestrians, visitors, and
residents of the District to psychologically
connect between the entertainment districts
of Green Bay and Ashwaubenon. To best
serve the District, the City of Green Bay and
the Village of Ashwaubenon should also
periodically explore options to physically
connect Tony Canadeo to Holmgren Way.
Connection 2: Lombardi Avenue & Ashland
Avenue
Lombardi Avenue and Ashland Avenue
are gateways to the District and are major
intersections in the City. This corridor has seen
significant investment since the creation of TID
7 in 2001. The Tundra Lodge Hotel, Waterpark,
and Conference Center has turned a once
heavy industrial site into a visually attractive
first impression as you enter the District.
Adding to this are the new retail (Kwik Trip
and Shorewest Offices) and restaurant
establishments (Pizza Hut, Dickey’s Barbecue,
and Leatherheads). Many times Lombardi
Avenue is a pass-through for individuals going
west to Lambeau Field or the Resch Center.
This is the first intersection in the City of Green
Bay when entering from HWY 32 from De
Pere and Ashwaubenon. This intersection is
also key due to the separation of uses: the
east contains heavy industrial uses and the
west contains residential, entertainment,
and commercial uses. For examples on how
the Legends District can be differentiated
through distinct branding initiatives, see
connection 2 in Figure 3.3 Site Connectivity
Table on page 3.12.
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Connection 3: Reggie White Way & Lombardi
Avenue
The third connection point identified by
participants of the public workshop is the
intersection of Lombardi Avenue and Reggie
White Way. This intersection is positioned to
be a vital connection point between the
existing neighborhood and the future mixeduse development sites. As development
continues, the homes and vacant lots
along the north side of Lombardi Avenue
between Twelfth and Fourteenth Avenues
are also positioned for redevelopment in
accordance with the Comprehensive Plan.
They are directly across from proposed
redevelopment areas on the South side of
Lombardi Ave. Therefore, this intersection
becomes critical as a way to connect the
existing neighborhood residents to proposed
retail shops, restaurants, and activities, giving
District establishments opportunity to capture
spending. For examples on connecting the
existing neighborhood to the North to the
District at this intersection, see connection 3 in
Figure 3.3 Site Connectivity Table below.

EXAMPLE: Lambeau Field
is a regional landmark
and could also be
considered a node or
a district. Physical and
virtual wayfinding tools will
help visitors navigate the
district and educate them
about relevant retail,
services, and amenities in
the District.

Figure 3.3 Site Connectivity Table
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KEY REDEVELOPMENT SITES
Based on input from the Citizen Steering
Committee, three initial sites were identified
as Key Redevelopment sites, which are also
shown on Map 3.1. This list was also presented
at Public Meeting #2, where participants
were asked to rank sites in order of relative
importance
for
corridor
revitalization.
Redevelopment sites 1-3, on the following
pages, were identified during the public
meetings and combined with professional
recommendations. These sites represent
approximately 20 acres of redevelopment
activity and incorporate parcels at several
key intersections. This acreage, if developed
appropriately, is sufficient to materially
change the overall feel of the corridor
and influence subsequent renovation and
redevelopment projects.
In their final form, some of the key
redevelopment sites include parcels that are
not currently contained within the Lombardi
Tax Increment District. Tax Increment District
7 is set to expire in the year 2029. When the
market aligns and redevelopment activity
becomes likely for these sites, a strategic
approach to TID utilization related to
demolition and redevelopment activity is
recommended. A measured approach to the
TID process is essential for maximizing revenue
to the District and leveraging development
support. Therefore, the City can utilize the
current TID 7 project plan to implement
projects, provide incentives to development,
and capture increment as projects develop
within the District.

Site 1: Hudson-Sharp/Saranac Glove/Badger
State Brewery Site (Long-Term)

EXAMPLE: Mixed-use hotel
development. Memphis,
Entertainment District.
Source: (www.hbginc.
com)

The site chosen by the Public Workshop
participants is the Hudson-Sharp property,
which
currently
houses
manufacturing
businesses as well as Badger State Brewing
Company, and represents an ideal location for
new mixed-use development. The site extends
one full city block bound by Lombardi Avenue,
Tony Canadeo Run, and Reggie White Way,
and is ideal due to the high traffic exposure on
Lombardi Ave and the potential connection of

A description
of the example
development is as
follows. (Buildings
square feet are
approximates
calculations.)
A (each):
Up to 7 Stories total,
first floor 31,000 sf,
upper floors 27,000
sf each, 2 floors
parking, 4 floors
mixed use

Figure 3.4 Key Redevelopment Site 1

B:
19,600 sf public
plaza + 4,300 sf
building (restrooms/
information/event
space)
C:
Up to 4-5 Stories,
25,600 sf/floor
Parking: 100 surface
stalls, 300 structured
parking stalls shared
between A, B & C
D:
Existing brewery
(28,000 sf) plus
second story, two
2-story additions
totaling 55,000 sf of
mixed uses
E:
Building concept:. 2
stories, 35,000 sf
F:
Building concept:
7,600 sf per story
Parking: 200
surface stalls shared
between D, E, & F
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Tony Canadeo Run to sports venues. The site is
large enough to accommodate several types
of mixed-use developments with an increase in
overall density.
The focus on this parcel was to increase density
and create an active space that would function
on a year-round schedule with occupants.
The main redevelopment strategy includes
the demolition of the front half of the property
(essentially removing the manufacturing
portion or operations of the property) and the
creation of a new mixed-use development with
residential, retail, office, public plaza, multi-story
parking, restaurants, and out lots.

Site 2: Stadium View Parking Lot (Short-Term)
This underutilized property is an important
catalyst site that would spur additional
redevelopment within the District. This site
is a catalyst development opportunity that
could be greatly enhanced and bridge the
connectivity to the District with the current
sporting and entertainment venues located
along both Armed Forces Drive and Holmgren
Way.

A description of the example
development is as follows. (Buildings square
feet are approximates calculations.)
A: Mixed-use. 7,200 sf/floor
B: Mixed use, 18,200 sf/floor, 4 stories
Parking: 190 surface parking stalls shared
between A & B

Figure 3.5 Key Redevelopment Site 2
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Site 3: Tony Canadeo Drive & Reggie White
Way Intersection (Short-Term)
The southeast corner of Canadeo/White
Intersection site represents a key connection
between Lombardi Avenue and Mike
McCarthy Way in the Village of Ashwaubenon.
This block represents one of the targeted
areas for streetscape improvements, which
could be accomplished in conjunction
with new development in the area. The
Public Workshop showcased a rendering
that illustrates mixed-use development with
ground-floor
retail/restaurants,
including
residential floors above. A residential
development in this location would create

significant views for residents, and integrate
multi-level parking (surface and underground)
for residents based on site topography. The
potential for development of this larger site
and the presence of mixed-use, multi-story
structures will create significant potential to
generate economic returns by increasing
density, making it possible to recruit private
sector partners for development. This site also
allows for the continuation of Reggie White
Way into Ashwaubenon to connect with Mike
McCarthy Way, thus creating an additional
entryway into the District. This connection is
vital to create an interconnected District and
was supported by the public at the Public
Workshops.

A description of the example development is as follows. (Buildings square feet are only approximates calculations.)
A:
60,000 sf ground floor mixed use (split between 2 bldgs), 2-3 stories of 50,000-60,000 sf/floor (total, split between 2
bldgs). Underground parking and steet cafe zones along Tony Canadeo Run to create activity along the proposed
corner.
B & C:
Building concept, 3 stories, 15,000 to 17,000 sf/floor, underground parking, and steet cafe zones along Tony Canadeo
Run create activity along the proposed corner.
Parking:
75 surface stalls, 150 structures parking stalls, shared between A, B, & C

Figure 3.6 Key Redevelopment Site 3

C

Street
Cafe
Zones

B
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Figure 3.7 Mixed-Use Examples
EXAMPLE: Mixed-use
retail and residential
development. Fairfax
Circle.
Source: Main Street City
New

3.4: Redevelopment Overview
In order to identify the most suitable method
of spurring private development activity within
the District, it is important to take a broader
look at the area’s competitive position within
the larger Green Bay market. Currently, the
assessed value of property within the key
redevelopment sites ranges from $100,000 to
$400,000. According to recent commercial
listing, the two closest, large privately owned
greenfield sites (located 1-2 miles from
Lambeau Field along Holmgren Way) have
average asking prices of approximately
$300,000 per acre. While this makes it appear
that District properties are a cost-effective
alternative, the high cost of demolition
(roughly $5 per building square foot, or an
additional $100,000 per acre), plus the time
and legal costs entailed in negotiating and
purchasing multiple properties
($50,000
per acre, plus lease buyouts and tenant
relocation time) make infill development
much more difficult, with significantly more risk
to the developer.

EXAMPLE: Mixed-use hotel
and restaurant. Columbus,
OH. Source:
Columbus Underground

Given these inherent difficulties, plus weaker
traffic counts in comparison to Holmgren
Way and Oneida Street frontage sites,
redevelopmentwithintheDistrictislagginginthe
competition for developer interest. However,
the City has the ability to create interest in the
District by promoting development assistance
programs to spur economic development and
make new development desirable. Largescale developments produced through this
process can serve as catalysts for further
development in the immediate area through
increased land values, co-tenancy demands,
and subsequent developments based on
successful proof of concept.

EXAMPLE Mixed-use
commercial and
residential

Many of the individual objectives associated
with this goal involve projects at selected
key redevelopment areas. Within the District,
there exist parcels that are currently vacant,
underutilized, or located in a key gateway
location. These parcels represent specific
opportunities for implementation of the District
vision. The redevelopment of several key sites
within the corridor will provide a concrete
example of the vision for the corridor and
create a visual sign of progress for businesses
and property owners on the corridor. There are
several property owners that have provided
highly desirable future development ideas
or completed renovation activities in recent
years, although mainly on a smaller scale. It
is important to keep in mind that while these
3.16 | Legends District Master Plan
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initial redevelopment sites were identified
as key sites based on the aforementioned
criteria, some of these properties may not be
available, and other areas of the District not
identified here may experience short-term
redevelopment activity. The main goal of
the redevelopment process is to continually
be aware of the status of various properties
as well as the availability of likely prospects to
facilitate activity when conditions permit.
Assessed Value Impacts
The City can capitalize on the ancillary
development
trends
surrounding
the
greater stadium area by being proactive
and increasing the efforts to target new
developers and align them with appropriate
development assistance programs. Over the
past eight years, TID No. 7 assessed value
dropped an annual average of 3% with the
significant amount happening from 20102012 – the result of business impacts following
the recession. The reduction in value was
only temporary. Since 2012, only 2015 had
a decrease in TID value, resulting in a fouryear annual average increase of 1.3 percent.
Furthermore, the 2016 TID report detailed
a 2.8 percent increase in value since 2015.
The complete District values stabilized when
the analysis includes parcels outside of the
TID. The entire District is expected to see a
value increase with the further development
of Badger State Brewing and other smaller
improvements in the area. The overall District
value should increase 2.1 to 2.3 percent by
year end 2016. A constant extrapolation
of the conservative 1.5 percent increase in
annual value the entire District could see a $16
million increase by 2031, achieved through
continued incremental business improvement
or expansions.

as possible to create the domino effect and
grow the tax base as much as possible during
the remaining years of the TID so that after
the closure of the TID, the District is in a much
stronger financial position.
Therefore, individual proposed projects should
be vetted through an internal City process,
which would include, but not be limited
to, overall development financial review,
identification of developer need, and ability
to leverage outside funding. Projects should
also meet a predetermined set of criteria to
qualify for funding, such as increased property
values, ability to attract key recruitment
targets or removal of blight.

The development of any of the sites could
drastically change the assessment of the
District. The inclusion of a single $5 million
development would increase the value of the
entire District by more than nine percent, and
a $10 million development would increase the
District value by 15 percent. The location of the
development would determine if the new tax
assessment would impact TID No. 7 increments
or the general tax base. Encouraging
development within the TID would help bring
increment levels back to the previous high in
2009-2010, while development outside of the
TID would increase the net tax revenue for
the general fund. It will be in the City’s best
interest to attract new development as soon
Chapter 3
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISTRICT DESIGN STANDARDS
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CHAPTER 4: DISTRICT DESIGN STANDARDS
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The Legends District Master Plan details the
need for urban design standards necessary to
complete the redevelopment of the Legends
District study area. The purpose of the
pedestrian scale design guidelines is to ensure
quality and compatible design throughout
the District. Therefore, these design standards
guide and define the compatibility of existing
properties in the area and the relationship to
future potential uses. The design standards
are necessary to provide a development that
acts as an entrance to the entertainment and
commercialuses located off Lombardi Avenue
and Ashland Avenue in the City of Green Bay
and Holmgren Way and Mike McCarthy Way
in the Village of Ashwaubenon. The mixeduse District standards will also act as a buffer
between Green Bay neighborhoods and the
adjacent commercial and industrial uses that
surround the site.
The use of goals and standards included
within this guide supports the Master Plan and
the 2022 Comprehensive Plan.

4.2 When do you use the Legends
District Design Standards?
The design standards illustrated in this
guideline shall be used for new construction,
additions, renovations, and adaptive reuse
of any existing sites located within the District
boundary.

4.3 Who uses the Legends District
Design Standards?
The Legends District Design Standards is used
by landowners, business owners, developers,
engineers, architects, commercial tenants,
build-out consultants, and others that take
part in the development of the Legends
District. The City of Green Bay and related
development commissions (Redevelopment
Authority, Plan Commission, City Council,
etc.) shall also use the guidelines to review
and approve proposed projects located
within the District.

This chapter
contains a table
of contents,
directions,
and design
standards that
can be directly
incorporated into
a future zoning
overlay district
ordinance.
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4.4 How do you use the Legends
District Design Standards?

4.6 Vision Statements, Guiding
Objectives, and Design Principles

Development teams should first meet with
City of Green Bay Community and Economic
Development staff to review the standards
and guidelines of these design plans and
discuss the approval process steps. The
review with staff should happen early in the
process and before the schematic design
stages of development. Where conflicts arise
between the Zoning Code and any adopted
design standards set forth herein, the design
standards of the District shall take precedent.
These design standards should be periodically
reviewed for consistency and applicability
with the District. City staff should recommend
any changes to the Zoning Administrator and
Plan Commission for discussion and review.

Vision Statements
The Citizen Steering Committee and the
general public, through their feedback
comments, directed the project team to
generate a series of separate concepts to “rebrand” the district with a design theme and a
name. Throughout the process, the concept
of “Industrial Chic” rose to the top as the
preferred design theme. The preferred design
harkens back to the previous land uses in the
area during the industrial and neighborhood
boom during the middle 20th century.

4.5 District Map and Area
Description
The areas subject to this chapter are identified
in Map 4.1. The area described as the Legends
District comprises the area roughly bounded
by Lombardi Avenue, Ashland Avenue, and
the municipal limits on the north of Mike
McCarthy Way and Holmgren Way.

Map 4.1 Design District Boundary
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Industrial Chic

Guiding Objectives

Industrial chic style refers to an aesthetic trend
in design that takes clues from old factories
and industrial spaces to incorporate into new
or existing buildings. Components of industrial
style include weathered wood, exposed
building systems, exposed brick, industrial
lighting fixtures, and concrete.

Quality design is an essential element to
a quality mixed-use, pedestrian, urban
environment. Ideally, each new development
and redevelopment would comprise a mix of
residential structures, mixed-use structures,
and commercial and
retail
structures
that respect the context of the adjoining
properties. To reach the desired vision, the
Legends District plan established several
objectives to guide the decision-making
process. These objectives are as follows:

Vision Statement
The District will become the entertainment
destination in Green Bay showcasing
clusters of high-density buildings, pedestrianfilled sidewalks, and tree-lined streets that
connect neighborhoods and commercial
areas; thus, creating places to live, work,
recreate, eat, and entertain for residents and
tourists alike. The unique design of the District
will create a distinct urban characteristic
like no other place in the city. This vision for
the District is not just about tall buildings. It is
about creating a place in which people are
engaged in their surroundings and a place
where people want to be.
District Name
Throughout the process, the project team
developed a list of names to help rebrand the
District. The Steering Committee ultimately
selected to brand the District as the Legends
District to coincide with the industrial chic
design theme.

• Establish a placemaking and streetscape
design theme to further illustrate a
memorable sense of place.
• Improve the pedestrian elements
throughout the District to ensure a vital and
interesting sidewalk experience.
• Generate site development guidelines
that transition existing building architecture
to the desired design architecture theme.
•Identify opportunities for development
and redevelopment within the area that
match the needs of a variety of interested
developers.
•Identify areas for new public and
private open spaces that are integral
to establishing the area as a premier
pedestrian environment.
•Establish gateway markers around the
periphery of the District to further establish
the vision.

BELOW: Legends District
logo

•Establish a clear approval process for
developers, landowners, and business
owners to implement the District Vision.
To implement the objectives listed above,
the standards listed in this guide are based
on fundamental principles of quality site
design, architectural design, landscaping
standards, and public space design. The
body of this guide is based around five main
design topics. Each issue is summarized by a
goal and followed by guiding principles and
recommended standards.
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4.7 Design Approval Process
The submittal process and requirements for
proposed projects located in the District are
not intended to subvert, but support and
advance the requirements established in
the City Zoning Code. The process should
follow the standard development process
outlined in Chapter 13-1800 of the Green Bay
Municipal Code.

4.8 Glossary
Terms related to the creation and design
implementation of the District shall be the
same as those listed in Section 13-300 of the
Green Bay Municipal Code.
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4.9 Design Standards
4.9.1: Sidewalks, Streetscapes, and Intersections
Goals:
• Create a sidewalk network that is integral to a pedestrian-friendly street system where
pedestrians can experience safety, comfort, accessibility, and efficient mobility. Sidewalks
also function as outdoor rooms and gathering places, and help define community
character.
• Improve the street network to include curb extensions to provide increased pedestrian
space and opportunity for social interaction while providing safe refuge and shorter
distances while crossing the street.
Guiding Principles:
• Typical minimum width for high-volume pedestrian zones: 6.0 feet.
• Minimum height clearance for mounted traffic signs and tree branches in pedestrian travel
ways: 8.0 feet.
• Keep sight triangles open to facilitate safe vehicle and pedestrian movements.
Recommended Design Standards:

RIGHT: Example of
midblock crosswalks

1.

Zones
a. Development areas shall have clearly
defined zones for pedestrians, building
development, vehicular travel zones, and
designated on-street parking areas where
appropriate.
b. Pedestrian zones and networks shall also
have designated spaces for pedestrian
travel, tree and utility plantings, and clear
zones around buildings. (Building position,
massing, signage, and lighting are further
refined through this chapter.)

RIGHT: Example of
facades differentiated
enough to visually
separate the structure

2. Sidewalks and Crossings
a. Tony Canadeo Run and Reggie White
Way should be targeted streets for building
and site redevelopment which places the
majority of the building façades at the
front property line to create a pedestrianfocused network.

BELOW: Example of
bumpouts that could be
along Tony Canadeo Run

b. As development in the District intensifies,
the pedestrian focus should be amplified
on one side of the street. Study the removal
of one lane of parking to create larger,
oversized sidewalks and walkways than
would typically be required to be installed
for future developments.
c. Due to the position of Tundra Lodge,
located off the street, pedestrian focus
along Bart Starr Road should focus on the
west side of the street.
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d. Intersection pedestrian crossing shall
consider the incorporation of curb
extensions or “bump-outs,” or “bulb-outs.”
These curb extensions enhance pedestrian
safety by increasing pedestrian visibility,
shortening crossing distances, slowing
turning vehicles, and visually narrowing the
roadway.
e. Mid-block pedestrian crossing should
consider the incorporation of curb
extensions or “bump-outs,” or “bulb-outs.”
Other design considerations aside from
bump outs should also be considered. An
example of curb extension is shown below.
f. All crossings shall be differentiated enough
to visually separate the pedestrian surface
from the vehicular surface. Examples
include different painting and stamped
concrete.

g. Surfaces must be ADA-accessible.
Map 4.2 identifies the designated pedestrian
crossing enhancements. Map 1.6.8 illustrates
the right-of-way and roadway dimensions.
The City has sufficient right-of-way widths to
proceed to develop the roads as detailed
in the pages 4.6 and 4.7.
3. Pedestrian/Sidewalk Amenities
a. All obstacles, such as signs, street furniture,
café tables, and benches are to be located
to the side of the travel way, and in the café/
tree/utility zones (pedestrian zones).
b. Materials shall be black, patina antique
(copper, tin, etc.), stainless, or polished
metal finishes.

Map 4.2
Recommended Pedestrian and Bicycle Connection Improvements
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RIGHT: Example street
space recommendation

RIGHT: Example street
space recommendation
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LEFT: Example street space
recommendation

LEFT: Example street space
recommendation
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Figure 4.9.1 Streetscaping Elements Examples
4. Plantings

RIGHT: Example of
separated cafe/
pedestrian space/zones

a. Minimum overhead tree clearance shall
be eight feet if not located over a roadway,
or fifteen feet if located over a roadway.
b. Streetscape plating shall be low-profile
shrubs and upward-branching trees to
maintain visibility and sight distance at
intersections, crossings, and other critical
areas.
c. Sculpture art and landscaping should
be explored as an alternative to plantings
where recommended by the City’s Parks,
Recreation, and Forestry Department.

RIGHT: Example of
industrial signage and
awning over the ROW
with proper clearance

RIGHT: Example of
industrial-styled building
signage lighting in ROW
with proper clearance

FAR RIGHT: Example
of industrial-influenced
bench and trash can

RIGHT: Example of
industrial-styled street and
pedestrian lighting
FAR RIGHT: Example of
industrial-influenced bike
rack

RIGHT: Examples of
industrial-styled bollard
lighting
FAR RIGHT: Example of
industrial-influenced bike
rack
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d. Maximum height of shrubs and raised
planters within the corner sight triangle and
mid-block bump-out areas shall be two
feet.

LEFT: Example of
landscape planters
screening and separating
cafe zone from
pedestrian zone

e. Tree plantings and species shall be
approved by a City of Green Bay landscape
architect and forester.

LEFT: Example of
appropriate building
setbacks and clear zone
for residential uses in
walkable areas

LEFT: Example of curb
extensions and mid-block
crossings in walkable
areas

LEFT: Example of upwardbranching trees to
maintain visibility and sight
distance at intersections,
crossings, and other
critical areas

LEFT: Example of
integrated stormwater
management
landscaping
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4.9.2: Site Design, Building Orientation, and Architectural Character
What is Industrial
Chic?
Industrial style or chic
refers to an aesthetic
trend in design that
takes clues from
old factories and
industrial spaces to
incorporate into new
or existing buildings.
Components of
industrial style
include weathered
wood, exposed
building systems,
exposed brick,
industrial lighting
fixtures, and
concrete.

RIGHT: Example of mixeduse development with an
industrial reuse influence

Goals:
• Create a building design theme that accentuates pedestrian and bicycle connections
between the street and adjoining properties to create a memorable user experience.
• Create a District design theme that develops and maintains quality building standards that
reflects the industrial history of the area, the desired design theme, and a character that is
sensitive to the pedestrian environment - commonly referred to as “industrial chic’
Guiding Principles:
• The District should reflect a modern and high-quality adaptation on industrial design.
• Site buildings reinforce pedestrian connections.
• Pedestrian safety is a priority over vehicular access.
• Stress the importance of functional first-floor façades.
• Articulate building massing through window placement and scale.

Figure 4.9.2 Site Design, Building
Orientation, and Architectural
Character Examples

Recommended Design Standards:
1. District architectural design styles shall blend
high-quality contemporary building design
with the industrial style within the District.
Each building is not required to blend styles
,but should be complementary to the District
identity. See example images.
2. Primary building entrances shall be oriented
to and visible from the main pedestrian trafficgenerating streets, and routes should be
designed as the focal point of the façade.

RIGHT: Example of
urban, industrial-themed
residential with modern
industrial influence

3. Encourage positioning of buildings parallel
to streets to establish and maintain a larger
block face.
4. Provide a direct link from the main entrance
of the building to the public sidewalk plazas.
5. Multi-family residential uses may be permitted
on the first floor, but shall be designed,
integrated, and consistent with façade
requirements.
6. Vehicular site entrances shall be located
away from main entrances to promote
pedestrian safety and are encouraged to be
co-located to reduce conflict points.

RIGHT: Example of
urban, industrial-themed
commercial space with a
single floor of residential
above

7. The areas between the building façade
and the street should only be used for small
pedestrian plazas, planting beds, business
signage, public art, decorative fencing
and screening, cafes, retail sales, and other
pedestrian-scale amenities.
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8. Future buildings that are located at the
zero setback line are encouraged to provide
additional building articulation, where at least
70% remains at the zero setback line.

LEFT: Example of urban,
industrial-themed
buildings and district and
zero lot line development
and proper window
transparency

9. Residential developments within the district
are encouraged to be integrated into a
mixed-use development and have doors,
windows, and sidewalks oriented toward the
street. Parking garage entrances and parking
shall be located on the side or rear of buildings.
LEFT: Example of building
located at a zero lot
line. The building also
represents a quality mix of
building massing and wall
articulation

10. Building characteristics: New developments
are encouraged to place new structures as
close to the front property line to establish the
pedestrian zones; however, if developments
integrate pedestrian entrances,
plazas,
or cafes into their hardscaping plans, the
following standards shall apply.
a. Building standards for placement less than
or equal to five feet from the front property
line.

LEFT: Example of active
private space with an
industrial design focus

i. Building entrances – at least once
every 75 feet.
ii. Major façade modulation every 100
feet. Major façade modulation is defined
as façade extensions or recesses greater
than five feet.
iii. Buildings of more than 30 feet in
width shall be divided into smaller
regular visual increments through the
articulation of the façade. This can be
achieved through variation in materials,
detailing, roof lines, and elements, such
as arcades, awnings, windows, and
balconies.

LEFT: Example of balconies
aligned with the building’s
vertical elements
representing and industrial
design focus

b. Building standards for placement between
five and 15 feet from the front property line.
i. Building entrance - at least once every
50 feet.
ii. Major façade modulation every 75
feet. Major façade modulation is defined
as façade extensions or recesses greater
than five feet.

LEFT: Example of a
building with quality
materials, focused
building entrance,
minimal setbacks,
hardscaping, and
landscaping

III. Buildings of more than 30 feet in width
shall be divided into smaller regular visual
increments through the articulation of the
façade. This can be achieved through
variation in materials, detailing, roof lines,
and elements, such as arcades, awnings,
windows, and balconies.
c. The maximum setback line is 15 feet.
Chapter Four
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RIGHT: Example of an
internal building plaza

11. Storefronts: Design should highlight storefronts
and building entrances with architectural
features, canopies, awnings, lighting, color,
different massing, or unique features and finishes.
12. The ground level of any multi-story,
commercial, and mixed-use structure shall be
visually distinct from the upper stories through
the use of an intermediate cornice line, sign
band, awning or arcade, or a change in
building materials, texture, or detailing.
13. Materials

RIGHT: Example of
industrial reuse and
industrial materials

a. Building materials shall relate to the use
of the building. Materials should support
the building’s hierarchical composition.
Heavier and more massive materials should
be located closer to the ground, whereas,
materials that appear lighter should be used
on upper stories, parapets, and cornices.
b. Building materials shall be of high-quality
and durable material for northern climates.
c. Building materials shall be of complementary
colors and shall be used to break up the
apparent mass and visual interest to the
site and streetscaping. Matte materials are
encouraged for large wall expanses, whereas
gloss finishes are to be used as accents.
d. Building materials shall be varied in nature,
with emphasis on high-quality materials in
the pedestrian zone, such as brick or stone
with accent materials, such as metal and
tile accounting for no more than 20% of the
façade. Simpler materials are suitable for
upper portions of the building and sides not
visible to the street.

RIGHT: Example of building
with accentuated window
openings

e. Building materials shall not include
materials such as EFIS, vinyl siding, and
pressed wood siding.
f. The use of energy-efficient, sustainable
materials should be encouraged.
14. Lighting
RIGHT: Example of a
quality building design
that incorporates quality
materials

a. Use low-level building and landscape
lighting to develop a sense of place and
aid in wayfinding during evening hours.
b. Use pedestrian-scale lighting around
parking areas and sidewalks to extend
hours of utility (including safety and crime
prevention).
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LEFT: Example of building
awnings

15. Building Openings
a. All buildings should have at least one
prominent public entrance that is directly
visible from the adjacent street and
which contributes to the public realm.
Entrances shall incorporate generous glass
windows, accent lighting, pedestrianscaled architectural detailing, and seating
elements to create emphasis on the
entrance. Entrances along the streetscape
should be accessed either directly from the
sidewalk or through a small plaza situated
between the entrance and the sidewalk.

LEFT: Example of building
awnings

b. Street-facing first floor façades shall be
accentuated with window openings no
more than 36 inches from the ground and
must be located at least every 15 feet for
commercial uses and 20 feet for residential
unless interrupted by doors or other openings.
c. Efforts should be made to maximize street
frontage transparency and maintain active
uses on the ground floor.

LEFT: Example of covered
building promenade

d. For commercial or mixed-use buildings, a
minimum of 60 percent of the front façade
on the ground floor shall be transparent,
consisting of window or door openings and
allowing views into and out of the interior.
e. Building entrances should be designed
as the focal point of the façade.
f. Mixed-use buildings should provide
separate side or rear entrances for
residential and/or office tenants to minimize
conflict with retail patrons, eliminate noise
and focus attention on store entrances.

LEFT: Example of
pedestrian streetscape
amenities

16. Other Elements: Canopies/Awnings
a. The design and materials of canopies
should share common architectural elements
of the building and be integrated with the
building façade.
b. Canopies and awnings should be located
at a sufficient height to allow for hanging
or projecting signs to be a minimum of nine
feet above finish grade.

LEFT: Example of a
quality pedestrian-scale
environment

c. Awning signage shall be regulated by the
signage section of this plan and the chapter
13-2000 of the Green Bay Municipal Code.

Chapter Four
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4.9.3: Building Massing, Scale, and Transitions
Goal:
Develop and maintain quality buildings that respect the pedestrian-scale environment.

Guiding Principles:
•Respect pedestrian-scale environment through the use of material, massing, and wall
articulation.
• Use consistent window and wall articulation patterns to break up large walls adjacent to
the public spaces.
• Utilize mid-scale buildings to step back upper floors and reduce the visual impact of
buildings from the street.
• Maximize view sheds to Lambeau Field and Downtown Green Bay.

RIGHT; Example of
industrial chic building
design

Figure 4.9.3 Building Massing, Scale,
and Transitions Examples

Recommended Design Standards:
1. Building height and massing should be
loosely defined by those listed in Map 3.3
of this plan.
2. Mixed-use, multi-family residential, and
hotel uses are encouraged to position
buildings that create view sheds and
encourage density.
3. Building height along Lombardi Avenue
shall be limited to seven stories with a
minimum of two stories. All other areas shall
be regulated by the height standards in
the Downtown One (D1) zoning district.

RIGHT; Example of internal
plaza spaces with proper
scaling, passive lighting,
and quality building
design

4. Garage doors, drives, and parking shall
be located on the side or rear of structures.
5. Buildings greater than three stories must
establish a clear distinction between the
ground floor (base) and upper levels. The
top floor must be accentuated with a
cornice or other architectural elements.
RIGHT; Example of proper
step-down scaling,
building articulation,
transition architecture
from the industrial
architectural styles
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4.9.4: Landscaping, Screening, and On-Site Features
Goal:
Develop and maintain quality site landscaped areas that are integrated with the site design,
building architecture, and the District theme.

Guiding Principles:
• Create and add interest to public and private open spaces.
• Balance landscape design throughout the site and District.
• Direct planting design to pedestrian amenities (plazas, sidewalks, etc.)
• Screen parking lots, services areas, and other accessory uses that detract from the overall
site aesthetics.
Recommended Design Standards:
1. A landscape architect shall prepare a
landscaping plan as part of the site plan
review process.
2. Where a portion of a property abutting the
sidewalk does not include a plaza or building,
then a street planting yard must be provided
in accordance with site landscaping
standards from Chapter 13-1800 of the
Green Bay Municipal Code. Similar materials
shall be used to construct fencing along the
remaining block face, similar to the Old Main
Street District.
3. Private patios and greenspaces should be
integrated into the site and building design as
an extension of the internal space.

Figure 4.9.4 Landscaping,
Screening, and On-Site Features
Examples

4. Mechanical, service equipment, and other
facilities shall be located away from principal
pedestrian routes. Where such site amenities
are located adjacent or are visible from a
right-of-way, the amenities shall be screened
as part of the landscape plan or integrated
into the architecture of the principle structure.
5. Planting species shall be located based
on the site position, and species shall be
appropriate based on the amount of
anticipated sunlight, water, and ground
coverings.

LEFT: Example of private,
open space that extends
the interior of the business
to the outside

LEFT: Example of urban
residential use positioned
near the street and
with site-appropriate
landscaping

6. Planting materials shall be native to the
region so they can adapt to the changing
seasons.
7. The parking lot and site landscaping
standards shall be consistent with Chapter 131800 of the Green Bay Municipal Code.
8. Existing parking lots abutting the public
Chapter Four
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street should be redeveloped with a common
District screening wall until such time as the
entire site or property is redesigned.
9. Front Yard Plantings
a. Where the building does not abut the
front lot line but is less than 5 feet from
the lot line, there shall be a minimum of
20% of the setback area landscaped
with plantings identified in the required
landscape plan. The remainder of the
front setback area shall be hardscaped
and supplemented with additional
pedestrian amenities.
b. Buildings positioned between five
feet and the maximum 15 feet setback
shall have a minimum of 40% of the
setback area landscaped with plantings
identified in the landscape plan. The
remainder of the front setback area shall
be hardscaped and supplemented with
additional pedestrian amenities.

RIGHT: Example of private,
open space integrated
into the greater building
design, but still positioned
adjacent to the public
right-of-way.

10. Plantings within the side yard: Where buildings
or plazas do not abut the side lot line, a five foot
planting area shall be provided for at least 75%
of the side yard.
11. Plantings within the rear yard: Where ground
floor rear yard setbacks are utilized, a five foot
planting area shall be provided for at least 75%
of the side yard.
12. A minimum of one 36” box tree shall be
planted with a mature height of 30 feet, and a
mature canopy of 20 feet shall be planted for
each 1,000 sq ft of on-site open space.
13. Ground-related open space shall be
connected to the public pedestrian network
to encourage walkability.
14. Above-grade or open-air spaces are
encouraged, but shall not be substituted for
coverage requirements unless it is a certified
and installed green roof.
15. Tree and light standard placement need to
be coordinated to assure trees do not block
proper illumination. If possible, place lights
midway between trees to avoid conflicts.

RIGHT: Example
nonstandard industrial
bike rack.

16. Bike racks should be positioned adjacent to
entryways, but should not impede pedestrian
pathways or routes.
17. Develoment proposals must also comply
with all other site and landscaping standards
from Chapter 13 of the Green Bay Municipal
Code that are not detailed in this chapter.
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4.9.5: Public Open Space
Goal:
Encourage and continue the creation of a District that is pedestrian focused, that enhances
quality of life for users, and stresses the importance of an active and vibrant urban streetscape.
Guiding Principles:
• Utilize existing road right-of-ways to create pedestrian-focused environments.
• Capitalize on private, open space to create a network of unique spaces and places.
• Capitalize on private Walk of Legends development and incorporate the path into the
greater landscape design.
• Create safe and accommodating spaces for pedestrians and bicyclists.

Recommended Design Standards:

ABOVE: Sidewalks with
terraced areas for areas
off main roads.

Figure 4.9.5 Public Open Space
Examples

1. Public amenities listed in 4.9.1, such as
benches, transit stops, lighting, planters, trash
cans, and ground surface treatments should
be part of a complete landscape treatment
plan complementary to the architectural
design and district theme. The complementary
design theme images are provided within this
section.
2. Sites that contain Walk of Legends
Monuments shall accentuate the position
to encourage people to use the space. If
an existing monument position impedes the
redevelopment of a viable site, then the
applicant/developer shall work with the
owner to secure a new position within the
immediate area.

ABOVE: Pedestrian-scale
traditional pedestal
lighting.
LEFT: Existing Walk of
Legends monuments.
LEFT: Example of public
plaza with art positioned
between buildings.

3. Publicly controlled open space shall
be designed and developed in a means
complementary with the district theme.
4. Pedestrian-scale traditional street lights
should be installed in the sidewalk terrace in
the pedestrian-oriented node of Lombardi
Avenue and Tony Canadeo Run.
5. The common stormwater facilities shall be
designed or adapted to include amenities
complementary with the District theme.

FAR-LEFT: Example of
natural terrace planting
on less traveled streets.
LEFT: Example of active
sidewalks and terraces
for pedestrian-focused
streets.
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4.9.6: Parking, Service Areas, and Stormwater
Goal:
Promote pedestrian-enhanced, on-site or on-street parking design that limits the visual impact of
surface parking while prioritizing safety, activity, and visual aesthetics.
Guiding Principles:
• Utilize existing on-street parking to the extent feasible.
• Accommodate alternate modes of transportation, such as transit, walking, and biking.
• Utilize shared parking agreement and parking maximums to discourage over-parking of the
District.
• Surface lots should be reduced or minimized to blend with the surroundings.
Recommended Design Standards:
1. Developer shall submit a parking plan
as required by 13-1711 of the Green Bay
Municipal Code.
2. All new surface parking shall be located
either underground or to the side or rear
of buildings. Underground parking is highly
recommended and should be explored
before including surface parking.
3. All surface parking lots must provide
safe pedestrian connections that are
differentiated from vehicular uses.

RIGHT: Example of
structured parking that
reflects the surrounding
building character

Figure 4.9.6 Parking, Service
Areas, and Stormwater Examples

4. Parking Maximums:
a. Multi-family residential: As described
in Table 17-2 of the Green Bay
Municipal Code
b. Hotel: As described in Table 17-2 of
the Green Bay Municipal Code
c. Retail: 1 space per 500 GFA or as
determined by Zoning Administrator
d. Office/Commercial: 1 space per
500 GFA or as determined by Zoning
Administrator
e. Restaurant: 1 space per 200 GFA or
as determined by Zoning Administrator
f. Multi-family properties that do
not utilize the maximum parking
requirements are encouraged to offer
the unused lots as part of a shared
parking program.

RIGHT: Example of
structured parking that
reflects the surrounding
building character

5. Surface parking should be designed to
be unobtrusive and have minimal impact
on the scale and character of the District.
Surface parking shall not be located
adjacent to intersections.
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6. Structured parking should be designed to
be unobtrusive and have minimal impact
on the scale and character of the District.
The structure shall be located below or
partially below grade. Remaining abovegrade structured parking adjacent to the
street shall be wrapped and architecturally
treated to blend with the surroundings and
encouraged to incorporate first floor retail
or commercial uses.

LEFT: Example of
structured parking that
reflects the surrounding
building character

7. Existing development with parking in
front should be enhanced with interior
landscaping, walkways, and a landscape
buffer (possibly including decorative
fencing and walls) to screen the parking
from the sidewalk and street.

LEFT: Example of how
existing parking areas
could be renovated

a. Fences and railings should be a
minimum of 30 inches and a maximum
of 42 inches in height. Fencing and
railings shall be a minimum of 70 percent
open.

LEFT: Example of how side
and rear parking areas
should accommodate
pedestrians and bicyclists

b. Solid walls shall be a minimum of 18
inches and a maximum of 32 inches in
height. Hedges shall be no less that 80
percent open in the winter months and
no more than 32 inches in height.
8. Customer parking and pedestrian areas
should be separated from service and
loading areas.
9. Screening is required for ground-level
utility meters, mechanical equipment, refuse
areas, and other potentially unattractive or
unsafe features.
10.
Stormwater facilities should be
incorporated into the design of the site. For
example, bioretention areas, rain gardens
and basins should be aesthetically pleasing
and include decorative elements.
11. Development proposals must also
comply with all other site and landscaping
standards from Chapter 13 of the Green
Bay Municipal Code that are not detailed
in this chapter.
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4.9.7: Business, Wayfinding, and Gateway Signage
Goal:
Create and implement signage standards that complement the architectural character of the
district.
Business Signage Guiding Principles:
Develop integrated and aesthetically pleasing building signage.

Figure 4.9.7
Business,
Wayfinding,
and Gateway
Signage
Examples

Recommended
Standards:

Business

Signage

Design

Recommended Design Standards:
1. Signage should be integrated as an
architectural element with attention given
to the color, materials, scale, and orientation
of all proposed signs in relation to the overall
design of the building and to each other, as
well as complying with the sign regulations
specified in Table 20-1 of Chapter 13-2000
of the Green Bay Municipal Code, except
that the following signs are prohibited in the
District.
a. Plastic box signs

RIGHT: Example of
common building
monument industrial chic
signage
RIGHT: Example of a mix
of industrial and natural
monument signage with
base lighting

b. Pole/pylon signs
2. Preferred lighting: The following is a list
of preferred lighting for exterior business
signage.
a. Mounted, backlit letters
b. Building-mounted letters, with up or
down lighting

RIGHT: Example of
individual building
signage that is pedestrian
focused with wallmounted lighting

3. Individual business signage should
preferably be mounted on the building
façade or located on awnings above the
primary business entrance.

RIGHT: Example of
individual building signage
that is pedestrian-focused
with wall-mounted lighting
FAR RIGHT: Example of
industrial-styled painted
building signage
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Wayfinding Signage Guiding Principles:

LEFft: Examples of
thematic wayfinding
signage at heavily
traveled intersections

• Create aesthetically pleasing and easy-tounderstand wayfinding and District signage
that is complementary to the overall District
design.
• Direct people to and from the surrounding
neighborhoods, Downtown Green Bay, and
the surrounding entertainment uses.
Recommended Wayfinding Signage Design
Standards:

LEFT: Example of thematic
wayfinding signage
at heavily traveled
intersections

1. Regulatory signage should reinforce District
theme through repetition of the brand, choice
of materials, and consistent naming of districts.
2. Signage style should coordinate with
lighting and pedestrian amenities.
3. Use pedestrian-oriented signage that can
be read easily while on foot.
4. Ensure that wayfinding signage includes
both roadway signage for vehicular
traffic as well as signage directed toward
pedestrian viewpoints. Signage should be
streamlined to minimize clutter and improve
message clarity.

LEFT: Example of simple
wayfinding signage
located throughout the
District

5. Wayfinding signage should be consistently
visible yet, not compete with regulatory
or storefront signage. Signage should be
consistent and coordinated among public,
private, and non-profit entities.
6. Multiple destinations listed per sign are
encouraged, including up to four messages,
with more detailed interpretive signage
reserved for public spaces.
7. Signage shall comply with MUTCD Section
2D.50, Community Wayfinding Signs.
LEFT: Example of simple
wayfinding signage
located throughout
the District. (Wayfinding
elements would be
located on the horizontal
elements.)
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Recommended Gateway Signage Guiding
Principles:

RIGHT: Example of
industrial gateway
signage

Create inviting gateway entry signage to
attract tourists, residents, and other visitors.

Recommended Gateway Signage Design
Standards:
1. Signage should be placed at the
designated intersections as illustrated on
Map 4.1.

RIGHT: Example of
industrial gateway
signage

2. Signage should be complementary to
the architectural standards and wayfinding
signage in the District.

Wayfinding can be defined as the planning
andcommunicationofinformation throughout
a built or dimensional environment. When
done properly, wayfinding enables each
person to form a mental map of a site, and/or
navigate an environment through the use of
a comprehensive, systematic, cohesive, and
visually unified graphic system.

RIGHT: Example of
industrial gateway
signage

BOTTOM: Example of
less prominent industrial
gateway signage
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISTRICT ACTION PLAN

5.1

CHAPTER FIVE: DISTRICT ACTION PLAN
5.1: Strategic Work Plan

• Economic Development

The following pages include a strategic work
plan to guide implementation of the District
Plan. The work plan is sorted by the core
recommendations, with multiple objectives
and action items. This work plan is intended
to serve as a guide for both the City and its
partners, and to be feasible given existing
budgets and staffing. Some of the items
are targeted for year one completion while
others are ongoing projects necessary to the
success of the District. A supplemental oneyear work plan is also included, which further
subdivides activities into specific tasks that
can be assigned to individual committees or
groups. While the plan attempts to provide
a sufficient level of detail to focus and guide
efforts, it also includes sufficient flexibility to
allow the City to adapt to the requirements
of future funders or to attract partners who
will be able to take ownership of individual
initiatives.

• Planning

Elements included in the work plan are
sequenced, with longer-term items building
on the success of previous initiatives to
sustain momentum, leverage outside funding
streams, and ensure a coordinated focus
within each of the core areas. Within the
work plan, each action item is associated
with a specific timeframe, anticipated cost,
and potential implementation and funding
partners. In order to further guide efforts, the
individual action items are classified as high,
medium, and low priority. Given the limited
staffing and resources, this prioritization will
allow the City staff to focus first on high-priority
year-one items and address lower priority
items as time allows, and recruit local partners
to take the lead in these areas.
Typical implementation plans group tasks or
action items by many typical planning topics,
such as land use, design, transportation,
transit, parks, open space, etc., with only a
few loosely connected subtasks. However,
this implementation plan groups
action
items that would typically be located in the
previously defined categories into targeted
subject topics. This targeted approach allows
implementation committees to form around
a common objective(s) and action items. The
subject implementation focus areas are:
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• Placemaking
• Programming
• Connectivity

5.2: Strategic One-Year Work Plan
The one-year work plan is an example of how
pulling items out of the long-term strategic
work plan according to priority and available
resources can create a yearly schedule
and checklist to ensure actions are taken
at appropriate times and build upon prior
successes. Mapping out a yearly strategy
also builds flexibility into the plan. If specific
actions or items require additional time (or less
time) than anticipated, the schedule can be
adjusted accordingly. As seen on the example
one-year work plan on the following pages,
the first few months of the year are the most
active, including several new initiatives and
contacts. The workload eases up throughout
the year to allow for maintenance of ongoing
actions and refinement or growth of initiatives
as they gain momentum.

5.3: Public Funding Sources
There are opportunities to seek funding from
sources inside and outside the City for several
initiatives. The most promising opportunities
are listed below. In general, the ability to
demonstrate to funding agencies that an
individual project is incorporated within
a larger vision and that the community
has demonstrated success with related
initiatives significantly increases the potential
of receiving funding. The following section
outlines several funding programs which may
be a good fit for action items included in this
Plan. Private sector funds will also be critical
to this Plan’s success, and will be attracted as
a result of the increased economic activity,
increased property values, and predictable
development climate created through
implementation of Plan recommendations.
Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
The City of Green Bay has successfully used TIF
in a variety of projects for several decades. TIF is
useful in support of real estate and infrastructure
projects which will directly result in an increase
in taxable value for properties within a tax
increment district (TID). TID No. 7 Project Plan,
as referenced earlier in chapter one, makes
several recommendations for improvements
related to the improvement of the District
including, business, retail, entertainment
redevelopment,
office
redevelopment,
hotel/water park, restaurant redevelopment,
medium-density redevelopment, gateway
improvements, and identity and wayfinding. In
the future, the City may be able to capitalize on
a closing district to create a housing loan fund,
which could be used to assist with affordable
housing construction or rehabilitation in the
District. if the municipality has paid off its
project costs before the maximum life of the
TID, they may adopt a resolution to extend the
life of the TID for no more than one (1) year
and authorize the allocation of tax increments
to improve the municipality’s housing stock or
assist with affordable housing. This approach
does not require JRB approval.
Idle Sites Program (WEDC)
WEDC sponsors the Idle Sites Redevelopment
Program, which seeks to help communities
pursue redevelopment plans for large
industrial and commercial sites that have
remained unused, idle, or abandoned for

at least five years. Grant packages of up to
$500,000 are available, and proposed sites
must either be industrial properties of no less
than five acres, or commercial properties of
no less than 10 acres. Award funds are limited
to 30 percent of total project costs.
Brownfield Site Assessment Grant (WEDC)
The Wisconsin Economic Development
Corporation administers a Brownfield Site
Assessment Grant (SAG). As mentioned earlier
in chapter one, there is one open brownfield
site and seven parcels that have closed
brownfields requiring additional assessment if
redevelopment occurs on the site. The WEDC
program helps local governments conduct
initial activities and investigations of known
or suspected environmentally contaminated
property. The program requires a 50% match.
The grant funds can be used to conduct Phase
I and Phase II environmental assessments,
site investigations, structural demolition, and
underground storage tank removal. Grant
funds are based on a project’s ability to
promote economic development and the
level of environmental impact the project will
have on the area.
Community Development Investment Grant
(WEDC)
Applications for the WEDC program can be
submitted in one of three tiers of projects. The
program has a rolling deadline as long as
funds are available, and is focused on funding
catalytic projects in a community. Examples
include: preservation of a landmark historic
structure, redevelopment of a key site, and
gap financing to make a large development
project move forward. However, a City can
only submit one application for a larger-tier
project per year ($100,000 and up), and the
grant can only comprise 25% of project costs.
Smaller planning or feasibility study projects of
up to $50,000 can also be submitted.
Ready for Reuse Grant/Loan (DNR)
The Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) also administers funding
through the Wisconsin Brownfields Coalition
(WBC) for the Ready for Reuse (RR) Loan and
Grant Program. The RR program accepts
applications for mitigation of hazardous
substances year-round, and proposed sites
must meet the federal definition of an eligible
brownfield site. Loans are only available for
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entities defined as “municipalities” under
Wisconsin Statutes. Municipalities, tribes, and
nonprofit organizations are eligible for grant
funding under the terms of this program.
Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) Housing Program
As an entitlement community, the City
receives CDBG funding directly from
the department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD). Although the City has
a number of active programs which use
these funds, additional monies are available.
Working with HUD to realign the City’s Charter
to incorporate additional downtown-focused
programs which are consistent with the goal
of providing ‘decent, safe, and sanitary’
housing for low-to-moderate income (LMI)
residents can create additional dollars for
property rehabilitation.
City of Green Bay Revolving Loan Fund
The City of Green Bay has capitalized the
Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) with money from
the federal Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) program. The RLF provides gap
financing in the form of loans to businesses
when private financial institutions won’t cover
the entire amount needed for the project.
Also, this program requires a commitment to
create jobs within the city limits. The City of
Green Bay offers financial assistance through
its RLF to businesses wishing to establish or
expand in the City. This program can provide
up to 50 percent of the total project cost; and
10 percent of the total project cost must be in
the form of equity. A minimum of the full-time
equivalent (FTE) jobs created and/or retained
must be for persons from low-to-moderate
income households. Maximum loan amount
is $250,000.
City of Green Bay Commercial Façade
Improvement
The program provides competitive funding
to renovate or restore the exterior façade of
commercial properties located in Façade
Grant Eligible Areas. The maximum grant
available is $5,000 and the minimum grant
available is $1,000. Larger projects that exceed
$5,000 may be considered for larger grants on
a case-by-case basis. Reimbursement shall
be limited to no more than 75% of the total
cost of eligible improvements. Proof of down
payment and no less than 25% of eligible
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project costs must be secured by applicant
prior to approval. Funds will be distributed as a
reimbursement after expenses have incurred.
The City would need to add the District into
the eligible areas for this program to apply.
City of Green Bay Demolition Grant
Property owners will be reimbursed up to
$10,000 for the removal of dilapidated or substandard structures located on commercial
properties in Demolition Grant Eligible Areas.
Funds will only be made available for projects
resulting in new construction on the demolition
site. Awards will be determined on a projectby-project basis. A 25% match is required.
Funds will be distributed as a reimbursement
after expenses have been incurred. If possible,
the City would need to add the District into
the eligible areas for this program to apply.
City of Green Bay Brownfield Nomination
The EPA’s Brownfields Program works to
prevent, assess, safely clean up, and
sustainably reuse brownfield sites. Revitalizing
brownfield sites provides many benefits to
the City, including blight elimination and
increased property values. This program
expired 9/30/2016, but assessment funds
could be available in future years if the City
of Green Bay applies for additional funding.
Bonds
In general, municipal bonds fall into two
separate classifications: revenue or general
revenue. However, within each category,
a municipality can structure the bonds by
offering a variety of risk, benefit, and tax
treatments. The City and the Redevelopment
Authority will investigate the applicability of
bonds on a case-by-case analysis.
WHEDA - Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)
program was created in 1986 to encourage
private investment in the development
and rehabilitation of rental housing for
low- to moderate-income families, seniors,
and persons with special needs. LIHTCs
are governed by Section 42 of the Internal
Revenue Code and corresponding Federal
Regulations.
The
Federal
government
allocates LIHTCs to each state according
to a population-based formula. At the state
level, Housing Credit Agencies administer the

LIHTCs to owners of housing developments
according to their state Qualified Allocation
Plan, which must meet Federal guidelines.
The Wisconsin Housing and Economic
Development Authority is responsible for
allocating and administering LIHTCs in
Wisconsin. Since the inception of the LIHTC
program, WHEDA has allocated $326.2 million
in tax credits, creating 51,940 units of housing
in 1,135 developments across the state. These
developments are located in 69 counties and
303 municipalities throughout Wisconsin.
WHEDA New Markets Tax Credit Program
The federal New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC)
program serves as a resource to help fuel job
creation and economic development efforts
by promoting equity investment in low-income
urban and rural communities. WHEDA awards
NMTCs to enhance financing for projects in
highly distressed areas throughout Wisconsin
that have demonstrable community impact.
Employment-Based Fifth (EB5) Program
The purpose of the EB5 program is to
encourage immigrants to invest in, or manage,
U.S. companies that benefit the U.S. economy.
If an individual wishes to immigrate to the U.S.
and is willing to invest $500,000, they and their
family (spouse and any unmarried children
under 21) can receive a “conditional” green
card valid for two years.
After two years, if they have maintained
the investment and created at least 10
jobs, the conditional status is removed and
they become a “permanent” green card
holder, eligible for U.S. citizenship. As an EB5
immigrant, they may either invest in their own
company, or invest their money (along with
other EB5 immigrants) in qualified projects.
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CHAPTER SIX
APPENDIX

6.1

CHAPTER 6: APPENDIX
6.1: Meeting 1 Summary

Survey Design

In June o f 2016, Vierbicher and the City
of Green Bay conducted a public meeting
to gauge citizen input and feedback on
the Master Plan for the Legends District (“The
District”). Attendees provided feedback
on barriers and constraints for cyclists and
pedestrians in the area, opportunities
and challenges for the Master Plan, and
desired entertainment sources for
the
District. Additionally, the public was given
the opportunity to complete a survey
on potential land use and economic
characteristics of the District. As part of
the survey, respondents indicated their
demographic information, and Vierbicher
was able to compile the data in the following
paragraphs based on the responses provided.

The public survey was divided into three
portions. The first portion asked questions
about the respondent’s demographic
qualities. Respondents provided their age
range, jurisdiction of residence, whether they
reside or work in the City of Green Bay, and
the number of members in their household.

Please keep pedestrian/public transportation
options in the plan to limit congestion as
population and traffic grow.

The third portion focused on business and
economic preferences. Respondents ranked
a list of choices for redevelopment focus in
the District, and then marked the types of
businesses they wish to see recruited to the
area. Respondents also provided feedback
on the types of retail or entertainment options
missing from the District as it presently exists.
Respondents then listed what they thought
were the corridor’s strengths and drawbacks
in terms of business availability, variety,
quality, and convenience.
Respondents
listed the number of times per month they
typically visit businesses in the District.
Finally, respondents indicated their level of
agreement with statements about recruiting
new businesses to the area, expanding and
retaining existing businesses, and offering
financial incentives to both new and existing
businesses to relocate or expand in the District.

“

”

The second portion focused on questions of
land use, and asked respondents to provide
feedback on what types of land use they
would be willing to see in the redeveloped
District Master Plan. The survey also asked
whether respondents preferred
parking
in the front, side, or back of buildings.
Respondents next provided answers as
to which aesthetic improvements they
hope to see for the District, and ranked
their top three choices from a list of design
and redevelopment improvements. Next,
respondents ranked the level of importance
they place on specific elements of design
for the District. Finally, respondents ranked
different pedestrian bicycle improvements
they hope to see for the District.

Demographics
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A total of 65 people completed the survey out
of 166 who viewed it. Over 40% of respondents
were between the ages of 51 and 65, 28%
were between 36 and 50, and only about
21% of respondents were under the age of
35. Figure 1 illustrates these findings below.
The vast majority—nearly 89% of respondents,
reside or work in the City of Green Bay. This
is shown in Figure 2 below. These results
indicate that most respondents are likely to
visit or pass by the District on a regular basis.
Nearly half of respondents live in a two person
household. Figure 3 details these results.

Figure 6.1: Age of Respondents

Figure 6.2: Work or Resident of Green Bay

Land Use
Opinions on land use heavily favored
commercial/retail and public space. Less than
two percent of respondents favored using the
space for industrial purposes. These results show
the desire for more entertainment and park
options for residents to enjoy outside of Packers
games. The goal of the project is to make the
District a year-round destination as opposed to
a place that patrons only visit during weekends
of Packers home games. The public appears
to share that vision as well. Most respondents
expressed a preference for parking in the rear of
buildings, with another 37% of respondents who
prefer parking in front of buildings. Only about
13% of respondents want parking located to
the side of buildings. Retail and restaurants/
entertainment establishments were preferred
by most respondents. Hotels were the third most
popular choice, with almost 22% of respondents
expressing a desire for more hotel space.

Figure 6.3: Number of Household Members

Figure 6.4: Preferred Land Uses

Figure 6.5: Preferred Parking Location
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Figure 6.6: Preferred Business Types

Restaurants/entertainment

Figure 6.7: How Often Do You Visit Businesses in
the District?

Figure 6.8: Attract New Businesses Instead of
Expand Existing Businesses

Business Mix
About 42% of respondents indicated they visit
businesses along the District once or twice
per month. A total of 20% of respondents
indicated they visit these businesses an
average of zero times per month, and
another 20% stated they visit these businesses
3 to 5 times per month. When asked whether
the City should put more effort into attracting
new businesses versus helping expand
existing businesses, most respondents favored
attracting new businesses. About 70% of
respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
helping new businesses was preferable. Only
about 14% preferred to devote City resources
toward expanding existing establishments.
Interestingly, when faced with the converse
of this question, respondents viewed retaining
and expanding existing businesses more
favorably. Over 32% of respondents were
neutral on the question of whether the City
should put more effort into retaining and
expanding existing businesses rather than
toward attracting new businesses. Over 30%
of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
providing incentives to existing businesses was
preferable to attracting new businesses. More
than 60% either agreed or strongly agreed
the City should offer financial incentives to
grow existing businesses and attract new
businesses to the District. Only about 9% of
respondents viewed financial incentives
on the part of the City as unfavorable.

Figure 6.9: Expand Existing Businesses Instead
of Attract New Businesses

Figure 6.10: City Should Offer Financial
Incentives to New Businesses or Expansion
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“

I would like to see the
district grow for all stages and
various lives Museums, parks,
and recreational areas.

”

Workshop Activities Opportunities and Challenges
During the public workshop, attendees were
given green dots to identify strengths and red
dots to identify weaknesses within the District
pertaining to several topics. Attendees marked
areas in and around the Stadium Entertainment
District with green dots to indicate potential
development
opportunities.
Attendees
marked residential areas to the north of
the District along 11th and 12th Avenues,
as well as infill sites along Tony Canadeo
Run and Bart Starr Drive. Areas marked as
weaknesses were primarily concentrated
along the periphery of the District, such as
the bend in Brett Favre Run, and in sites along
Lombardi Avenue. Lombardi Avenue was
marked as a major barrier to redevelopment
and
pedestrian
and
bicycle traffic.

“

This is a great opportunity to provide
entertainment for young adults and families as
well as Packer fans.

”

“

Do something out front on Lombardi Avenue
to highlight the businesses that are further in on
Canadeo Run. Also make a more visible entrance
to these businesses off of Lombardi.

”

Figure 6.11: Opportunities and Challenges

Workshop Activities - Bicycle
Attendees also had the opportunity to
provide feedback on the planning process
by identifying constraints and barriers for
cyclists in the District. Using a visual map
of the District, attendees marked points
where they felt missing links were present,
along with barriers to important places,
and areas where they do not feel safe
or comfortable. Attendees noted two

intersections along Lombardi Avenue—
Bart Starr Lane and Reggie White Way, as
places that are difficult for cyclists to cross
because of oncoming motor vehicle traffic
and a lack of bike infrastructure. Attendees
noted Gross Avenue, 12th Avenue, and 14th
Avenue as major bike boulevards that are
missing connections with the District as they
approach Lombardi Avenue. Figures 5.12
and 5.13 illustrate the results.
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Figure 6.12: Bicycle Barriers and Challenges

Workshop Activities - Pedestrian
Similarly, attendees marked areas of the map
they feel are unsafe, missing connections,
or act as barriers to important places
for pedestrians. Respondents identified
Lombardi Avenue and its intersections
with S. Norwood Avenue, 10th Avenue,
11th Avenue, 12th Avenue, and 14th

Avenue to the north, along with Bart Starr
Drive and Reggie White Way to the south.
Development along Holmgren Way and
Brett Favre Drive was marked as a pedestrian
barrier. Development fronting Lombardi
Avenue, between Reggie White Way and
Bart Starr Drive, and buildings between Tony
Canadeo Run and Mike McCarthy Way were
marked as missing pedestrian connections.

Figure 6.13: Pedestrian Barriers and Challenges
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Attendees also wrote their desired aspirations
for the District on a large poster at the
meeting. Specific comments varied, but
nearly all of them focused on some form of
entertainment or exercise. These included:
“Entertainment”, “Outdoor concert area”,
“Outdoor restaurants”, and “Somewhere
to sit and relax, people watch.” These
responses are reflective of the answers in
the survey regarding desired land uses and
structures in the District. Finally, respondents
overwhelmingly state the desire to keep the
area family friendly.
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6.2: Meeting 2 Summary Visual Preference Survey
Introduction

Survey Design

In July of 2016, Vierbicher and the City of Green
Bay conducted a public meeting to gauge
citizen input and feedback on the Master Plan
for the The District. The project team showed
alternative choices for each category of
design elements, and the public rated each
image according to their preferences.
Elements included mixed-use development,
retail, sidewalks, architecture styles, public
plazas, parking, gateway signage, wayfinding
signage, natural plantings, streetscape
plantings, building height, and building
density. Goals of the Stadium Entertainment
District include: enhanced corridor aesthetics,
creation of a unique identity, establishment of
gateway features, improved connectivity and
business mixture, targeted and focused retail
development, higher development density at
key nodes, increased pedestrian and bicycle
connectivity, expanded customer and tax
base, greater opportunities for housing,
enhanced regional amenities, expanded
transportation options, and improvement
of existing parks and green spaces.

The Visual Preference Survey consisted of
photographic examples of nine different
types of design elements. Citizens rated each
photograph on a scale of -3 to +3. A rating of -3
indicates the respondent strongly disliked the
photograph, whereas a rating of +3 indicates
the respondent strongly liked the photograph,
and a rating of 0 indicates the respondent
felt neutral toward the photograph. After
rating each photograph within a particular
element category, respondents were asked
to select which of the photographs they liked
best. Survey responses were recorded both
in-person by members of the public who
attended the July 27, 2016 meeting, and
other members of the public who were not in
attendance via online survey. The results of the
survey will assist the project team in formulating
recommendations for design elements to
be used throughout the Legends District.
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Question 1: Mixed-Use Development

Rating 1.76

The first design element presented was mixeduse development. Mixed-use development
consists of neighborhood-oriented and
specialty retail, restaurants, and services.
The average rating for Image A was 1.06.
The average rating for Image B was 1.02.
The average rating for Image C was 1.76.
The average rating for Image D was 1.30.
When asked to identify which of the four
examples of mixed-use development they
liked most, 56% of respondents selected
Image C, which was expected given that
Image C received the highest
average
rating of all four images. Image D was
preferred by 19% of respondents, Image A
was preferred by 16% of respondents, and
Image B was preferred by 9% of respondents.

Option C

Rating 1.30
Option D

Rating 1.06
Option A

Rating 1.02
Option B
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Rating 2.52
Option C

Rating 1.95
Option B

Rating 0.52
Option A

Rating -0.93
Option D
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Question 2: Retail
The next design element presented was retail.
Retail entities are businesses that sell consumer
goods and services either via brick-andmortar stores or online. The average rating
for Image A was 0.52. The average rating
for Image B was 1.95. The average rating for
Image C was 2.52. The average rating for
Image D was -0.93. When asked to identify
which of the four examples of retail they liked
most, 55% of respondents selected Image
C, which was expected given that Image
C received the highest average rating of all
four images. Image B was preferred by 33% of
respondents, Image A was preferred by 11%
of respondents, and Image D was preferred
by 1% of respondents.

Question 3: Sidewalks/Walkways

Rating 1.93

Sidewalks and walkways can take many
different design schemes. Pathway width,
tree plantings, and seating areas can all differ
depending on how the space is utilized. The
images above are four different examples of
sidewalk designs that were presented by the
project team. The average rating for Image
A was 1.10. The average rating for Image B
was 1.74. The average rating for Image C was
-0.58. The average rating for Image D was
1.93. When asked to identify which image is
their favorite example of sidewalks/walkways
development, 43% of respondents selected
Image D, which was expected given that
Image D was the most preferred image. Image
B was preferred by 35% of respondents, Image
A was preferred by 21% of respondents, and
Image C was preferred by 1% of respondents.

Option D

Rating 1.74
Option B

Rating 1.10
Option A

Rating -0.58
Option C
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Rating 1.29
Option D

Rating 1.06
Option B

Rating 0.73
Option C

Rating 0.39
Option A
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Question 4: Architectural Style
Architectural style and building design will
have a major impact on both the content
of the Stadium Entertainment District and the
future look of Green Bay. The average rating
for Image A was 0.39. The average rating for
Image B was 1.06 The average rating for Image
C was 0.73. The average rating for Image D
was 1.29. When asked to identify which image
is their favorite example of architectural
style, 30% of respondents selected Image
C, narrowly outpacing Image B, which was
preferred by 29.5% of respondents. Image D,
which received the highest average rating of
the four images, was the third most preferred
image with 25% of the vote. Image A was
preferred by 15.5% of voters.

Question 5: Public Plazas

Rating 2.2

Public plazas are common areas where all
members of the community can gather and
enjoy a shared space. The project team
presented the four examples of public plazas
above and asked respondents to rate each
image. The average rating for Image A was
2.2. The average rating for Image B was
0.37. The average rating for Image C was
1.68. The average rating for Image D was
-0.48. Respondents overwhelmingly preferred
Image A, which received 64% of votes. Image
C received 26% of votes, Image D received
5.33% of votes, and Image B received the
remaining 4.67% of votes. These results align
well with the average ratings for each image.

Option A

Rating 1.68
Option C

Rating 0.37
Option B

Rating -0.48
Option D
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Rating 1.62
Option C

Rating 1.30
Option B

Rating 1.14
Option D

Rating -0.12
Option A
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Question 6: Parking
Parking is vitally important to good planning
and design because of its effect on the
ability to move people and goods. Good
parking schemes are able to balance the
needs of commuters with the delicate layout
of shared pedestrian spaces. The average
rating for Image A was -0.12. The average
rating for Image B was 1.30. The average
rating for Image C was 1.62. The average
rating for Image D was 1.14. Contrary to
the average ratings, Image B was the most
preferred of the four examples presented with
41% of the vote. Image D, which received
the highest average rating, was the second
most preferred example with 37% of the vote.
Image C received 19% of the vote, and Image
A received 3% of the vote.

Question 7: Gateway Signage

Rating 2.38

Gateway signage serves as a first impression
for a community to those from outside.
Good gateway signage complements the
character and design scheme featured
throughout the rest of the community and
communicates vital information clearly and
accurately. The average rating for Image
A was 2.38. The average rating for Image B
was 1.35. The average rating for Image C was
-1.57. The average rating for Image D was
0.46. Unsurprisingly, Image A was the most
preferred example with 65% of the vote, which
complements the fact that it received the
highest average rating of the four examples.
Image B was the second most popular image,
with 24.5% of the vote, followed by Image D
with 10% of the vote, and Image C with just
under 1% of the vote.

Option A

Rating 1.35
Option B

Rating 0.46
Option D

Rating -1.57
Option C
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Rating 1.67
Option C

Rating 1.05
Option B

Rating 0.58
Option A

Rating 0.23
Option D
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Question 8: Wayfinding Signage
Like gateway signage, wayfinding signage
should conform to the character of the rest
of the community. Communicating vital
directional information is the primary role of
wayfinding signage, and the content must be
clear and easy to interpret. The four images
above were presented to respondents as
examples of wayfinding signage. The average
rating for Image A was 0.58. The average
rating for Image B was 1.05. The average
rating for Image C was 1.67. The average
rating for Image D was 0.23. Image C and
Image B were the most preferred examples of
the four, with 38.75% and 37.25% of the vote
respectively. Image A received 14.75% of the
vote, followed by Image D with 9.25% of the
vote.

Question 9: Other Items

Rating 2.31

The images above are an amalgam
of other design features that are often
incorporated into urban spaces. Image A
shows a designated bicycle lane to the left
of automobile traffic on a city street. Image B
shows an urban bike share station with multiple
bicycles available to rent. Image C showcases
a design scheme that encourages multimodal
connectivity, with a pocket park along a
pedestrian median, tree-lined sidewalks, a
parallel parking lane, a designated bicycle
lane, an automobile traffic lane, and a
pedestrian crosswalk. Image D showcases
two crosswalk design patterns laid out with
red bricks. The average rating for Image A
was 1.69. The average rating for Image B was
2.7. The average rating for Image C was 2.27.
The average rating for Image D was 2.31.

Transportation
Option D

Rating 2.27
Transportation
Option C

Rating 2.07
Transportation
Option B

Rating 1.69
Transportation
Option A
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Catalyst Sites

Question 10: Catalyst Sites and Connections
The two images to the left showcase “catalyst”
areas, which are places with opportunities
for revitalization or redevelopment. Catalyst
areas are nodes of activity that serve a
distinct purpose based on traffic patterns
and land uses. These areas often help
define the character of an area and rely on
market forces and demands. Image A shows
seven points listed as “Catalyst Sites” and
Image B shows four routes listed as “Catalyst
Connections.”For both images, respondents
were asked to select which site or connection
is the most “Immediate Priority” and which site
is the “Greatest Priority.”

Connections
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For Image A, Site A was the most popular
answer for “Immediate Priority,” with 34.5% of
the vote. Site G was the second most popular
choice with just over 19% of the vote. Likewise,
respondents also felt Site A was the “Greatest
Priority” with 34.5% of the vote. Site D was
selected as the second most popular site that
is the “Greatest Priority” for redevelopment.
For Image B, respondents chose Connection
A (Holmgren Way) as the route that is the
most “Immediate Priority” with 44.33% of the
vote. Connection B (Lombardi Avenue) was
selected by 34% of the vote as the “Greatest
Priority” for redevelopment.

Example

Question 11: Building Height/Density
High Density
The three images to the right showcase
examples of high height/density development.
High height/density development patterns
feature building designs that have a high
population-to-land area ratio. Respondents
were generally favorable to these types of
development patterns, with an average
respondent rating of 1.85. When asked which
level of development density they preferred
the most (high, medium, low), high density
development was the most popular at 64.5%
of the vote.

Example

Example
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Example

Example
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Question 12: Building Height/Density
Medium Density
The images to the left showcase examples
of medium height/density development
patterns,
which
balance
pedestrian
walkability with automobile accessibility.
Medium height/density development has
a moderate population-to-land area ratio.
Features defining medium height/density
development include: moderately sized
parking areas, moderately tall structures,
moderately large setbacks, and moderate
pedestrian
accessibility.
These
images
received an average rating of 1.24. Mediumdensity development was the second most
preferred type of development, with 25.25%
of the vote.

Question 13: Building Height/Density
Low Density

Example

The images to the right showcase examples
of low height/density development patterns,
which balance pedestrian walkability with
automobile accessibility. Low height/density
development often features a low populationto-land area ratio. Typical qualities of lowdensity development include large parking
areas, low walkability, low building height,
and large setbacks. These images received
an average respondent rating of -0.59, and
were the least preferred class of height/
density development, receiving 10.25% of the
vote.

Example

Example
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6.3: Meeting 3 Summary District Design Plan Review
Introduction

Implementation Preferences

In October of 2016, Vierbicher and the City
of Green Bay conducted a public meeting
to gauge citizen input and feedback on the
Master Plan for the District. The project team
showed the proposed design of the District
and design standards. The project team
also gave an overview presentation to the
public regarding the Legends District history,
existing conditions, design guidelines, market
analysis, catalyst sites redevelopment,
future land use, and District
theme.

The public participated in a dot preference
exercise to select their topic implementation
preferences. The preferences are as follows:

After the presentation of the design plan,
the public was asked to participate in five
different exercises.
• General Comments
• District Names
• Implementation Preferences
• Catalyst Redevelopment Sites
• Building Design, Street Profiles, & Pedestrian
Improvements
General Comments
The following general comments were
presented at the meeting.
• BID/ Association? When possible to plan
events
• Include green roofs in District
• Military Ave is interested in doing
collaborative projects
• Brick building design is a positive
• Roll-up doors for restaurants/cafes
• Include stamped concrete
• Include alternative entertainment activities
• Open up Lombardi to allow people to
know district exists and is inviting
• Feature a connection from east to west to
the other entertainment areas
District Names
The following names were additional
suggestions from the public.
• South Ashland District
• Station South
• Lombardi District
• Stadium, Packer, Lombardi, Football
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1. Install sidewalks throughout the District to
enhance pedestrian connectivity.
2. Designate a bike and pedestrian route to
and from the adjacent entertainment uses.
3. Coordinate governmental communication
to ensure development within the City of
Green Bay and the Village of Ashwaubenon
are compatible.
4. Create District identity.
5. Develop year-round programming to activate
the District (i.e., concerts, iceskating, holiday
festivals, etc.) and develop a maintenance
budget and plan.
6. Re-establishandenhance street connections
at Reggie White Way into Ashwaubenon.

Catalyst Redevelopment Sites
The public commented on several different
topics of the catalyst redevelopment sites.
The top-rated comments are as follows:
1. Extend Reggie White Way into the Village
of Ashwaubenon.
2. Wide sidewalks.
3. Underground parking.
The note results are below.
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Building Design, Street Profiles, & Pedestrian
Improvements
The public commented on several different
topics of the design standards. The top
conversational topics are as follows:
1. Industrial chic design theme was
overwhelmingly popular.
2. Café zone in sidewalks is important for the
success of the district.
3. Gateway elements into district are a must.
The post-it note results are below.
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